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Abstract 

Medical devices have made a big step forward in the past decades. One of the most noticeable medical 

events of the twenties century was the development of long-lasting, wireless electronic implants such 

as identification tags, pacemakers and neuronal stimulators. These devices were only made possible 

after the development of small scale radio frequency electronics. Small radio electronic circuits 

provided a way to operate in both transmission and reception mode allowing an implant to 

communicate with an external world from inside a living organism. Bidirectional communication is 

a vital feature that has been increasingly implemented in similar systems to continuously record 

biological parameters, to remotely configure the implant, or to wirelessly stimulate internal organs. 

Further miniaturisation of implantable devices to make the operation of the device more comfortable 

for the patient requires rethinking of the whole radio system concept making it both power efficient 

and of high performance. Nowadays, high data throughput, large bandwidth, and long term operation 

requires new radio systems to operate at UHF (ultra-high frequency) bands as this is the most 

suitable for implantable applications. For instance, the MICS (Medical Implant Communication 

System) band was introduced for the communication with implantable devices. However, this band 

could only enable communication at low data rates. This was acceptable for the transmission of 

telemetry data such as heart beat rate, respiratory and temperature with sub Mbps rates. Novel 

developments such as neuronal and prosthetic implants require significantly higher data rates more 

than 10 Mbps that can be achieved with large bandwidth communicating systems operating at higher 

frequencies in a GHz range. Higher operating frequency would also resolve a strong issue of MICS 

devices, namely the scale of implants defined by dimensions of antennas used at this band. Operation 

at 2.4 GHz ISM band was recognized to be the most adequate as it has a moderate absorption in the 

human body providing a compromise between an antenna/implant scale and a total power efficiency 

of the communicating system. 

This thesis addresses a key challenge of implantable radio communicating systems namely an 

efficient and small scale antenna design which allows a high yield fabrication in a microelectronic 

fashion. It was demonstrated that a helical antenna design allows the designer to precisely tune the 

operating frequency, input impedance, and bandwidth by changing the geometry of a self-assembled 

3D structure defined by an initial 2D planar layout. Novel stimuli responsive materials were 

synthesized, and the rolled-up technology was explored for fabrication of 5.5-mm-long helical 

antenna arrays operating in ISM bands at 5.8 and 2.4 GHz. Characterization and various applications 

of the fabricated antennas are successfully demonstrated in the thesis.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Helical antenna, rolled-up polymeric tubes, strain-engineering, injectable antenna, 

specific absorption ratio, S-parameters, self-assembly, polymeric platform, bridging element, 

finite element methods.  
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1 Introduction 

Communication is a natural, imprescriptible feature of a civilization or any socially organized 

biological system. Such an organization is highly beneficial for biological systems to resolve higher 

order objectives and its implementation is feasible only by collectively behaving species and hardly 

affordable by a single organism. Survival, social interaction and intellectual development of a human 

would not probably happen without the communication. Mankind went a long way through centuries 

developing efficient ways of information delivery over short and long distances, using speech and 

writing, passing through the era of smoke and fire signaling (Figure 1.1b) towards postal services 

and even animals for faster communication (Figure 1.1b), telegraphy and modern means of ultra-fast 

communication. 

 

Figure 1.1: Information delivery over long distances in past times.  A) Smoke signals 

generated by Native Americans.[1] B) Post pigeons with attached message to the leg and 

the tail.[2] 

A global revolution occurred with the development of the electrical telegraph in its most accepted 

realization by S. Morse and A. Vail in 1837[3] allowing the rapid wired commination between two 

distant points. The wired signal transmission allowed the stationary communication between 

socially important centers, cities, and countries speeding up the further development of economics, 

medicine, and industry. However, high costs, stationarity, and complexity in the organization of 

electrical telegraphy in unfavorable or inaccessible areas promoted further development over the 

following decades. The dream of communication without limiting mobility of smaller social groups 

and even single individuals has motivated many famous engineers and scientists to develop a 

wireless telegraph. Generation of electromagnetic radiation, initially predicted by J. C. Maxwell in 

1865, was achieved in 1888 by H. R. Hertz in an electronic circuit demonstrating the feasibility of 

wireless transmission. The success of the Hertz`s demonstration has promoted the realization of the 

first commercially accepted wireless telegraph developed by G. Marcony in 1894[4,5] and its fast 

spreading around the world (Figure 1.2a).  

B A 
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Figure 1.2: Long range communication.  A) Guglielmo Marconi and his shortwave long 

range wireless telegraph transceiver. (Image source: Wikipedia) B) In 1915 A.G. Bell 

participated in the first transcontinental call from New York to San Francisco. (Image 

source: Virtual Museum: Telecomunications History Group) 

The wireless communication has matured since that time, acquiring all the novel development in the 

telephone (Figure 1.2b) (invention of the first phone 1876[6]) and network communication (appearing 

in 1960[7]) to the level where we are not able to imagine our life without the variety of wireless 

networking devices used for broad band communication nowadays. Increasing tempo of the life forces 

the modern society to exchange information as rapid as possible and to develop new devices to meet 

those demands. The current progress in electronics development with great human imagination 

(Figure 1.3a) has provided to us mobile phones, laptops and a variety of smart devices that are 

combining countless functionalities in one system (Figure 1.3b). The development of the global 

positioning system (GPS)[8], flight telemetry, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags[9], low power 

Bluetooth®[10], Wi-Fi™[11], mobile, and global wireless networks[12] follows the current trend of “wirelessification” together with its major benefits, including the simplification of everyday life, 

higher mobility, and an access to the global information networks.  

 

Figure 1.3: From imagination to reality. A) An artistic vision of a communication 

possibility with another person through a wearable wrist watch. (Image courtesy of 

Tribune Company Syndicate, Published in the comic strips in 1964) B) State-of-the-art 

wearable Smart Bluetooth Watch GV18. (Image courtesy of Aplus)  

Modern electronic devices are so complex that the number of interconnects responsible for data 

transaction within a system has exponentially grown over last decades. These devices require 

wireless solutions for intra- and inter-chip communication as well as between modern electronic 

B A 
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devices e.g. computer and mobile systems.[13–16] The increased complexity of final devices demands 

the fabrication of multilayered printed circuit boards (PCB) interconnecting multimedia chips. This 

aspect became more expensive then the functional components themselves due to the invested time 

and personnel, suggesting the “wirelessification” of integrated circuits to minimize wired 

interconnections just to power lines.  

Miniaturization of active devices resulted in various diagnostic systems for applications in and on a 

human body to acquire medical data. When electronics became compact and more power efficient, a 

variety of novel applications were suggested for medicine i.e. active implants. One such device was 

developed in 1958 using solid state electronics to become the first cardiac implantable stimulator.[17] 

Todays wide variety of these devices are developed to affect physiological parameters[18–21] and 

stimulate biological tissue that cannot normally operate[22–24]. Implants could recognize diseases 

through detection of biological markers,[25–28] predict and localize seizures or correct paralysis and 

epilepsy with magneto encephalography systems.[29,30] Support and activation the body's natural 

healing processes, improvement in the lifespan of individuals and their quality of life is performed 

by regenerative medicine using specially designed implants for regeneration promotion and 

monitoring of this process.[31] Monitoring of damaged neuronal tissues during stem cells recreation 

process is one of the novel breakthroughs in regenerative medicine.[32] 

Electronic implantable devices can nowadays interact with the central and peripheral nervous 

system.[33] Here, a set of chips could be implanted into the brain tissue[34–39] or placed around 

it[24,28,29,34,40,41], realizing the so called “brain-computer” interface (BCI)[39,42–44] communicating with 

an external environment. The BCI system can decode signals from the brain or peripheral nervous 

system, adjusting their functionality[45,46] and bypass areas with malfunctioning neurons[45] or even 

imitate damaged parts[47,48]. These systems play a central role in the development of artificial 

counterparts for legs, arms[49,50], ears[51], eyes[52,53], speech[54] and other organs. These systems, 

equipped with microprocessors and computer chips, can be directly controlled by signals from the 

central and peripheral nervous systems. The integration of artificial materials with biological tissues 

has drastically changed the shape and appearance of electronic devices over the past decades making 

them thinner, lighter, more bendable[30,55,56], adaptive[57], and even stretchable[58,59]. Novel thin 

polymeric substrates[55,59] that can withstand large mechanical loads and small bending radii allow 

confinement of an electronic device on an arbitrarily shaped surface, like the skin[60–65], for consumer 

or medical applications. These systems, however, still require solutions for data transmission 

between the implantable device and an external acquisition or prosthetic system, which is realized 

today mostly through bulky cables due to the huge amount of transmitted data.[37–39]  

To create a better user experience, these medical applications should include wireless electronics 

that comply mechanically and electrically with the biological parameters, providing communication 

to transfer data among internal and external devices enhancing the mobility of patients as well as 

improving rapid diagnosis and disease prediction.
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1.1 Motivation 

New concepts of efficient designs for antenna need to be adjusted to novel requirements in 

implantable and ultrathin devices from conventional free space wireless transmitting systems. The 

fundamental working principle of any wireless communication system is matching the 

electromagnetic impedance of a transmission line to the impedance of free space by a functional 

element in order to efficiently generate electromagnetic radiation. In any wireless system this 

element is antenna or a set of antennas. Designing a miniature antenna for implantable or wearable 

medical applications remains an extremely challenging task due to a complex biological environment 

and fundamental physical limitations. An implantable antenna should satisfy several requirements 

i.e. small geometry (in mm range), matched impedance in a working frequency range with a low 

specific absorption ratio (SAR) in an attenuating biological environment, and high gain and maximum 

power efficiency. Despite severe constraints in the design, aiming on a maximum electrical 

performance, the antenna must also comply with the design and fabrication technology of final 

implantable system. 

During the design of implantable data transmitting systems, several criteria should be considered, 

which includes maximum power consumption of the system, biocompatibility (mechanical, chemical 

and electromagnetic), and total weight and scale of the system. The typical dimension of state-of-the-

art implantable and wearable devices is in the centimeter and millimeter range.[19,26,51,66,67] Further 

downscaling of such systems requires miniaturization and a rethinking of antenna designs.[68] 

However, an antenna miniaturization does not go hand-in-hand with the fundamental physical 

aspects of the antenna performance that are significantly affected at a certain scale.[69] On one side, 

the small size of an antenna is desired due to the miniaturization trend of medical devices to make 

them minimally invasive. On the other side, the size reduction negatively affects the efficiency of a 

radio frequency (RF) system, especially operating at low frequencies, which led to the rise of 

operation frequencies in such systems. However, the upper frequency is limited by the absorption 

coefficient of the electromagnetic radiation in the biological tissue and the safety regulations.[70,71] 

These regulations are simultaneously limiting the maximum applicable transmission power and 

operational frequency bands accepted by Federal Communication Commission (FCC). This 

commission has defined radiofrequencies for medical devices in UHF bands called Medical Implant 

Communication Service (MICS) and Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) bands in the range of 

402–405 MHz and 902–928 MHz, 2.4–2.483 GHz, 5.725–5.875 GHz respectively.[70]  

It is important to consider that any antenna operates efficiently together with a transmitter when the 

input impedance of an antenna is matched to the impedance of an RF transmission line of the 

transmitter, having one of the commonly applied values i.e. 50 Ω as the best tradeoff between power 
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transfer and attenuation.[72] These parameters are based on the fact that antennas are usually much 

smaller than the wavelength they radiate, reducing the radiation impedance of an antenna. An ideal 

spherical antenna of a size comparable to its radiating wavelength placed in vacuum would have a 

radiation impedance equivalent to that of the free space, which is defined as a free space ratio 

between electric and magnetic fields of a propagating wave 𝑍 = √𝜇0/𝜀0 = 377 𝛺.[73] Hence, a smaller 

antenna will always have a mismatch to the ideal radiation impedance.  

A miniature antenna, namely a “small antenna” whose dimensions are much less than the wavelength of the radiation behaves conceptually as a dipole antenna with a coaxial “donut” like radiation 
pattern.[74] To achieve a maximum power efficiency, small antennas are usually designed together 

with reactive matching networks, which are available in various forms.[75] These networks are tuned 

for a particular frequency band to cancel the (resonant) reactive part of an antenna leaving only the 

active resistance of radiation and losses. Matching the antenna impedance to the transmitter’s 
impedance prevents the supplied energy from returning into the transmission line, which will 

dissipate in undesired electromagnetic radiation and heat. Together with the matching network, an 

antenna represents a resonator allowing a gradual radiation of the pumped energy with each 

oscillation cycle of the resonator. Thus, the design of the resonating antenna should account for the 

required input impedance and the highest possible quality factor at the required bandwidth to 

prevent severe power losses, even throughout various environmental conditions and influences of 

mechanical disturbances.[74] The stability of the antenna parameters, regardless of geometric 

variations becomes especially critical in biological conditions. It is known that the soft biological 

tissue is prone to continuously change shape[76–78] and the device applied within the biological 

environment should conform to these variations maintaining or intentionally shifting parameters in 

an optimal operational window.  

Among all established antenna architectures, helical designs are particularly interesting for 

implantable applications. Due to the distributed impedance network, the antenna itself forms a 

matching network, hence efficiently utilizing its limited space.[74,79] An appropriate design of a 

millimeter scale helical antenna could lead to self-matching with no external components required, 

providing geometrical stability against mechanical disturbances due to the antenna cylindrical shape. 

The size of a helical antenna could be 10 times smaller than the corresponding dipole antenna[79] 

occupying less space. Meanwhile, efficiency of small antennas is determined by a volume of a sphere 

which could be fitted around an antenna.[80–82] In other words, a small antenna in a wireless implant 

will have the best possible efficiency if it could enclose completely the surface of the implant. Here, 

helical antennas have a strong advantage, as they could conform to the outer surface of the implant 

without occupying the inner volume of the device, leaving some space for electronic circuitry, energy 

supply etc. The regular geometry of a helical antenna could be fitted onto the surface of a cone or a 

cylinder, naturally complying to most shapes of the developed electronic implants.[26,29,32,83–86] 
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Dimensions of these devices could be small, significantly simplifying its implantation process by e.g. 

injection using hypodermic needles with diameters from 300 µm up to 1 mm into the target tissue,[86–
90] minimizing discomfort and post-operational recovery time for the patient. The implants should be 

made of soft and chemically inert materials such as biocompatible polymers in order to reduce 

damages to organs and tissues and to provide stability over a long period of time.[91–93] 

Another strong advantage of the helical antenna design is its fabrication in an easy manner using just 

two flat conductors fabricated on a thin flexible substrate that can self-assemble into a tube forming 

a conducting helical structure.[94–101] This is especially attractive as it allows for an easy variation of 

the antenna design and it opens a potential for fabrication of such types of antennas in planar 

microelectronic processing with a subsequent assembly into a helix. The semiconductor industry, 

known for its high yield and large-scale fabrication and the development of the technology and 

processes for helical antenna fabrication could potentially promote cheap and high yield 

manufacture of electronic devices for medical applications.  
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1.2 Objectives 

This work focuses on the development of a technology that allows the fabrication of integrated 

self-assembled miniature normal mode helical antennas compatible with a standard process applied 

in the semiconductor industry. The antenna is to be designed in a way to operate in the ISM bands at 

2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz, as a good compromise between antenna size and acceptable attenuation level 

in the human body tissues for neuronal application.[102,103] Antenna design has to be compact in size 

and have acceptable return loss less than -10 dB, provide a wide bandwidth to cover the ISM radio 

band.  

The self-assembled helical antenna need to be compatible with the implantation process of a medical 

device using a standard medical syringe, for this task, its length must be less than 10 mm and the 

diameter is less than 1 mm. In this work the impedance of the antenna will be self-matched to 50 

Ohms at desired bands, which is a commonly applied wave impedance of electronic circuits 

eliminating additional matching elements. Due to restrictions in safety regulations on the maximum 

transmitting power and the limited power available for implantable device, it is necessary to consider 

that the antenna should have a sufficient gain suitable for the transmission over at least a meter of 

distance. The biocompatibility of materials has to be taken into account in this work. 
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1.3 The thesis structure 

Chapter 2 shows the historical evolution and current state of implantable and wireless medical devices for a patient’s health care system. Wireless communication systems that are applied in 

implants are discussed. An overview of diverse antenna designs for wireless implants is given, 

comparing their performances. At the end of the chapter, an introduction into the technological 

platform for antenna fabrication is provided. 

Chapter 3 describes processes and technological equipment used within this thesis for material 

deposition and lithographical patterning steps. In the second half of the chapter, characterization 

techniques are shown, determining material parameters and electrical characteristics of the 

prepared antennas. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to the developed polymeric platform that allows the fabrication of self-

assembled helical antennas using standard photolithographic processes. At the end of the chapter, 

encapsulation processes and materials are described allowing for passivation and frequency tuning 

of antenna structures. 

Chapters 5 includes results of mechanical and electrical simulations of the self-assembly process 

behavior utilized in the fabrication of helical antennas. Mechanical simulations describe possible 

problems in the self-assembly process at an initial stage and provide solutions resolving those. A 

comparison with real structures is provided as well. Electrical simulations for a millimeter scale 

implantable helical antenna design operating in the ISM radio band reveals impedance matching to 

50 Ohm. A technological route provided for the experimental realization of the simulated helical 

antenna and a comparison of experimental and simulated results are discussed.  
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2 Background 

The chapter provides an overview on the current state of implantable medical devices, which are 

wireless in most applications. Such systems integrate a complex electronic circuit and antennas that 

enable data exchange between the device inside a body and a system. In the following subchapters 

will be given a brief historical background on wireless medical implants, described wireless 

communications and antenna designs suitable for in-vivo applications. Fabrication technologies will 

be discussed at the very end of the chapter.  

2.1 Wireless medical implantable devices 

In the beginning of the 1950’s[104], medicine made a big step towards treatment of heart with the first ever external “mains-powered portable pacemaker” (Figure 1.1a) consisting of implantable wire electrodes placed near a patient’s heart. This design could eliminate discomfort and painful chest 

wall contractions in comparison to the previous version that was based on the on-skin 

electrodes.[105,106] The device, however, could not completely avoid infections where the wires went 

into the body to the heart stimulating electrodes. At the same time, device was bulky, heavy and not 

really mobile due to the length of the power cord and use of vacuum tube based electronics to 

produce stimulation pulses for the heart. The invention of the first germanium transistor in Bell Labs 

by Bardeen and Brattain in the December 1947[107] (Figure 1.1b) and introduction of the first 

commercially available silicone transistor by Texas Instruments in the 1954 (Figure 1.1c) opened a 

new era of compact electronic and microelectronic devices. Small size and a low power consumption 

of novel electronics resulted in rapid development of the first programmable, battery-operating 

wearable and portable cardiac pacemakers by Earl Bakken in 1957[108] (Figure 1.1d). The chest 

protrusion by electrodes was eliminated in the 1958 by Dr. Ake Senning and Rune Elmqvist in the 

development of a completely implantable device[17] (Figure 1.1e) which could operate for only a very 

short period of time. However, novel advanced power saving electric circuits were implemented in 

the first long-term implantable pacemaker in the 1960’s by Wilson Greatbatch and William Chardack 
which could prolong the life time of an integrated battery, decreased the invasiveness of the implant 

and maintained its operation while reducing the risk of infections.  

Further development led to the first cardiac pacemaker, which (Figure 1.1f) nowadays allows 

successful treatment of heart diseases like blockades and arrhythmia. This progress has 

demonstrated the great importance of devices that can operate within a human body solidifying the 

field of implantable biomedical devices. Since the 1960s, medicine has significantly progressed in the 

monitoring and treatment of diseases within the human body leading now to the global market of 
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implantable medical devices, roughly reaching 400 billion dollars in 2015’th.[109] These advances in 

medicine give possibility to use novel unconventional solutions in radio communication systems.  

 

Figure 2.1: Evolution of implantable cardiac device. A) External portable pacemaker 

powered through extension cord.[104] B) Modern replica of the world’s first germanium 

contact point transistor. (Image courtesy of Alcatel-Lucent USA, Inc.. Bells laboratory) 

C) The first commercially available transistor presented by Texas Instruments in front of 

the 3 cent postage mark. (Image courtesy of Texas Instruments Inc.) D) Programmable 

battery-operating wearable and portable cardiac pacemaker.[110] E) Modern replica of the 

first completely implantable pacemaker. (Image courtesy of Wikipedia) F) State of the art 

of the MRI compatible implantable pacemaker. (Image courtesy of Sorin group) 

New innovations in wireless implantable technologies attract a lot of world-wide attention in areas 

of early detection, healing, and prevention of diseases. This offers an improvement in a quality of life 

and patient safety by avoiding delayed appointments at hospitals or periodic visits to a doctor. At the 

same time providing an immediate monitoring of physiological parameters and analysing of an 

abnormal behaviour of biological processes in an organism.  

Using such systems, patients could observe their own health using miniature, cost-effective, and 

smart physiological sensors. These multifunctional devices implanted inside the human body could display the relevant measurements on screen of a user’s smartphone (Figure 2.2a) or transmit the 

data regularly to a point of care system (PoC), from where collected information will be delivered to 

D 
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a medical center (Figure 2.2b).[111–114] A receiver placed in the vicinity e.g. inside the patient’s home 

or directly in a personal electronic appliance, like a smartphone or a wrist band, would provide 

immediate feedback to the user or a healthcare provider. Whether the patients are in the hospital, at 

home or on the move, they will no longer be restricted to a bed while being monitored and may move 

around freely. Currently there are several wireless implantable devices operating worldwide which 

will be described in the following sub chapters.  

 

Figure 2.2: Conceptual view on the medical care system. A) Smartphone equipped with 

biomedical acquisition software collecting different vital signs of the human health. 

(Cambridge Consultants, Apple mHealth a blood pressure monitor) B) Schematic 

representation of the wireless medical data acquisition system. (IMATIS MyHealth+)  

2.1.1 Telemetry and drug delivery 

The wound healing process requires constant monitoring to recognize symptoms of an infection and 

how they change with time. Important parameters of interest that could be presented in a wound 

and measured by injectable wireless implants are a value of bacteriological infection (Figure 2.3a),[25] 

level of pH and oxygen in the surrounding tissue.[115] Additionally, measurement of lactate level is 

required (Figure 2.3b),[116,117] which works as a signal accompanied to the tissue oxygen starvation 

associated with an internal bleeding and anaerobic processes.[118] For instance, due to a strong 

anoxia, tissue cells die release adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules into the surrounding 

environment. The concentration of these molecules could be measured locally by an implanted 

inductive wireless biosensor array.[117] For recording of biological data, these systems usually 

operate at 5 MHz using a coil as an antenna with transmission distance of up to 17 mm[117] to a base 

PoC which uses a transmitter operating in 405 Mhz MICS range[116]. In some cases measurement of 

lactate level could not be enough, because its concentration is also associated with the level of an 

abnormal glucose concentration in the blood stream and surrounding tissue requiring additional 

sensory capabilities resulting in increased data rates.[118]  

A B 
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Figure 2.3: Implantable sensors and drug delivery systems. A) Passive wireless 

bacteriological telemetry system. 250 µm scale.[25] B) An implantable biosensor array for 

personalized therapy applications.[117] C) Intraocular wireless pressure sensor for 

glaucoma prediction.[119] D) Endovascular stent (left), the pressure sensing implant 

(right).[120] E) Implantable pressure sensor for knee implant.[121] F) Microchip-based 

wirelessly controllable drug delivery device. Dimensions of the device are 5  3  1 cm. 

(Photo courtesy of MicroCHIPS Inc.) 

Hyperglycemia and glucose intolerance is observed for more than 600 million people struggling with 

diabetes type one and two world-wide[122]. Currently, tracking and treatment of these diseases is one 

of the major programs in medicine resulted in appearance of a completely implanted wireless 

enzymatic glucose sensor.[117] Further development led to a successful integration of a replicable 

wireless drug delivery and glucose sensor into the tooth implant with its long term application.[123] 

In this device, all collected information was sent via a Bluetooth 4.0 interface at 2.4 GHz using a 

conventional ceramic chip antenna. Different levels of glucose can influence on the dielectric constant 

of the blood, variation of which could shift resonance peak of a coupled RLC circuit[68] or an implanted 

patch antenna.[124]. All enzymatic reactions could fluctuate with variation of environment parameters. 

To counteract the environmental changes, implants could be equipped with pH[117] and 

temperature[117,125] sensors. When the sensor is no longer required or approaches end-of-the-life it 

could be biodegraded inside the body, thus avoiding an extraction procedure.[68] 

As an accompanied measurement to chemical parameters, data on aspiration[126] and heart rate[58,126] 

could be acquired wirelessly as well. Some disease associated with an abnormal pressure could be 
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diagnosed by implantable devices that detects blood pressure,[125,127] pressure in a brain cavity,[66,128] 

pressure in an eye for glaucoma prediction[119,129,130] (Figure 2.3c) or as a tool for post-surgical 

evaluation of an aneurysm (Figure 2.3d).[120,131,132] These implants can communicate with external 

receivers up to 10 cm away via 133kHz[125], 13.5 MHz[66,120,128] and 35 MHz[132] inductive link or 

570 MHz[119] and 2.4 GHz[130] radio link. There are a number of recently implanted artificial disks and 

joints contain telemetry sensors that could be placed in a patient’s spine[133], hip[134,135] or knee[121,136–
139] (Figure 2.3e) and could be used for non-invasive wireless monitoring of applied forces, pressures, 

strains, and a local temperature. Regular acquisition of such an information could eliminate 

unpredictable failures or trauma. In these implants, information is transmitted either via near-field 

inductive coupling operating at 4 kHz[134,138] and 13.5 MHz[137] or via 80 MHz[140] and 900 MHz[121,136] 

radio connection up to several meters. Based on collected physiological data, an implant may deliver 

a drug (Figure 2.3f),[19,141–144] monitor the local drug level within a body[117] and its consumption 

according to a prescription by a physician.[145,146] In these implants, transmission is realised through 

inductive link at 2 MHz[19], 170 MHz[141], radio link at 433 MHz[143,144] and via natural body 

conductivity with a wearable wireless adapter[145,146]. A drugless treatment of a tumour could also be 

performed electrochemically by decomposition of a body fluid into oxygen and hydrogen with 

ultrasonically powered injectable implantable device.[21] The same implant could be provided an 

impedance analysis capability obtaining information about chemical or physical conditions of a 

tissue[147] by measuring i.e. rejection of neuronal electrodes[148–151], response to an external 

excitation[152] or damage levels[27].  

2.1.2 Bioelectrical interfaces  

In comparison with pharmacotherapy, electrical or neuro-stimulation was found to produce fewer 

adverse effects[153]. Additionally, neuronal stimulation by an implant applying low-frequency pulses 

could block propagation of excessive neurological signals and either partially or completely recover 

functions of an organ or relieve pain. Neuronal stimulation by implantable devices can treat chronic 

pain and disorders attributed to spinal cord[40,154–157], peripheral nerve[24], or brain[158], including 

cluster headache by stimulation of sphenopalatine ganglion with an implantable wireless 

device[23,159,160] or a deep brain stimulation to treat Parkinson’s disease, tremor, and dystonia.[22,161] 

Restoration of an organ’s functionality is another important task for implantable devices. Cochlear[51] 

and retinal implants[52,53,162,163] respectively recover hearing and sight that has been lost due to failure 

in receptor cells. Usually these implants are implanted under the skin due to big size of a controller 

unit while an electrode connected via a cable is placed near a stimulation area. Communication with 

the implant is realised via inductive link for periodic maintenance[22,24,40,154–158,161] or on the constant 

base together with a power transfer.[51–53,162,163]  
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Oppositely to stimulation, neuronal recoding[28,41,126,164,165] works as a “brain-computer” interface[166] 

and could be used as a restoration tool for neurofunctional disorders. For this purpose a variety of 

special implants developed to treat damaged areas, working as artificial neurological circuits[48] or 

bridging elements[45]. Several of such neuronal recording systems were commercialized up to now including “BrainGate interface”[37,167,168], “Plexon Multichannel Acquisition Processor”[169–175], “Hermes”[176–178], and “BioBolt”[179,180]. These setups consist of two main blocks: recording elements 

and transmitting system. Recording side can be based on a variety of electrodes e.g. needle type 

electrodes inserted directly into the cortex of a brain (Figure 2.4a),[28,34–36,181] one[40,46,159,182,183] or 

two[24,88,180,184,185] dimensional electrodes placed near a recording area (Figure 2.4b) or cuff 

type[26,32,83–85,93,186–188] that are wrapped around a nerve(Figure 2.4c).  

 

Figure 2.4: Different types of neurological devices.  A) Needle type electrode array. 

(Image courtesy of Brown University) B) Ultra-thin conformal ECoG electrode array.[185] C) 

Cylindrical cuff type electrode array.[187] D) A wired interface for the interaction with a 

mind controlled robotic arm.[37] E) HermesD a wireless system for recording neurological 

signals.[176] F) Chronic wireless implantable device for neuro-sensing applications.[165] G) 

Injectable micro stimulator based on charge-balanced rectification currents applied to 

epidermis.[183] H) Single channel injectable wireless neuromuscular device.[189]                                
I) Wirelessly powered injectable optogenetic stimulating device.[190] 
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Signals, accepted via electrodes, are carried out through cables to a skull or a skin adapter (Figure 

2.4d). Most of current neuronal data acquisition systems use a through-skin percutaneous connector 

due to its simplicity, but it is harmful and have high risk of infection. Usually in modern systems, the 

adapter is also equipped with a low noise preamplifier and includes an external (Figure 2.4e) or fully 

implantable (Figure 2.4f) radio transmitter for communication with a processing unit.[165,168,176,180,191–
193] To restore lost functions, neuronal data could be acquired and processed, after that wirelessly 

applied to a distant implant for stimulation required nerve[67] or directly to a peripheral organ[194,195]. 

Also, this method include possibility to apply processed signal to a syringe-injected wireless 

muscular implant for stimulation limb motion[86–90,183,196,197]. If some functions were lost completely, 

the collected signal could be processed and converted in to a signal to be sent to a motorized 

chair[198,199], a telepresence robot[43], a mechanical prosthesis[42,200,201], or even to a speech synthesis 

system[54]. For powering and signal transmission tasks are mainly used inductive coupling due to size 

limitation of these type of implants and non-availability of compact energy sources.[89,90,197] For 

powering implanted device with some limitation could be used conductive properties of the body[183], 

ultrasonic waves[84] and radio waves[196]. Today, a major part of implantable devices for research 

purposes use wired connections due to simplicity, but this solution limits the mobility of the 

subject.[37] Even state-of-the-art long range wireless systems, which came to replace wires and 

overcome associated restrictions, are still too bulky (Figure 2.4e, f) and require complex surgical 

procedure for an implantation process. In this case, implantation through injection via hypodermic 

needle (Figure 2.4g-i) looks like a promising operation that minimizes injury to surrounding tissue 

and minimizes post operation recovering time.[86,89,90]  

A successful and widespread application of bioelectric interfaces will be promoted by small, 

implantable devices that use minimally invasive implantation methods to eliminate long-term 

protrusions through skin. The scale of wireless implantable devices is defined to a large extent by a 

battery and an antenna. The size of batteries could be still minimised by the development of new 

energy sources and efficient low power electronics, while dimensions of antennas are determined by 

fundamental physical constrains, which have to be considered in novel designs of implantable 

devices to reduce an overall scale. For instance a straight forward way would be to increase a working 

frequency of the system operating in medical bands at moderate power levels complying with 

electromagnetic requirements for low SAR.[202,203] Ideally the output power of the transmitter should 

be as small as possible due to a strict limitations on available on-board energy storage thus requiring 

an efficient antenna design. The critical parameter in the antenna is impedance, which should comply 

to standard impedances of radio transmission lines.[72] And size of the radio system could 

dramatically increase when matching is performed with electric components assembled around the 

antenna.[130] Advantages and limitations of various wireless communication system and state-of-the-

art antenna designs applied in implantable devices will be described in the following section. 
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2.2 Implantable wireless communication systems 

The development of radiofrequency equipment and wireless technologies has recently made a 

breakthrough in implantable systems reducing its invasiveness and eliminating through skin and 

through skull adapters. Despite this progress, communication between compact implanted devices 

and existing healthcare monitoring systems using wireless interfaces to transfer information over 

several meters is a strong challenge for researchers and engineers nowadays. In this chapter, an 

overview of different types of wireless communication systems will be given with a focus on current 

challenges associate with an introduction of wireless technologies in a human body and state-of-the-

art solutions for antenna designs applied within implantable systems. 

2.2.1 Types of communicating systems 

In the beginning of the implant wireless communication era, an inductive link was utilized due to its 

simplicity, low power consumption, and small attenuation of magnetic field in a biological media.[204] 

For an inductive link a couple of mutually inductive coils are used as an antenna on both sides of an 

implanted and external transceiver device. Magnetic coupling is required between two coils for 

proper operation and due to a fast decay in magnitude of the magnetic field with a distance between 

two coils, the transmitter and the receiver are located at a short distance from each other. 

Communication distance could be determined from dimensions of coils and usually is proportional 

to their sizes.[205] The dimension of an implanted coil is determined from an implant scale 

considerations which is usually ranging from cm`s to mm`s, thus limiting the communication 

distance. Usually the transmitter coil is placed as close as possible even in a direct contact with the patient’s body for proper operation of the inductive link. From the other side, due to standardized 
carrier frequency and its location around 128 kHz,[70,206] this communication limits data transfer to 

very slow rates requiring a prolonged transmission time. Due to mistakes in the transferred data or 

misalignment of coils, the data transfer process must be repeated this is could be unsuitable for 

medical devices. To overcome this issue, higher working frequencies (2 MHz[19], 5 MHz[117], 

13 MHz[66,120,128,137,147], 88 MHz[140] and 170 MHz[141]) were applied allowing addressing of multiple 

implantable devices and moderate data transfer rates. Alternatively, other types of communication 

systems were developed using optical[181,207] and ultrasonic[84] channels as well as utilizing 

conductive properties of a human body to perform an electrical connection to an implant[145,146,208]. 

Despite the low power consumption and high data rates, such systems require precise alignment of 

an implant and an external transmission device, frequently keeping last one in contact with a human 

body.  

At the end of 20th century, the FCC and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has 

introduced a MICS and an ISM radio bands allowing a license free distant operation of medical devices 
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and implants.[70,206] This event opened doors for engineers developing new RF microelectronic 

technologies for medical devices. Operation at UHF frequencies simultaneously reduce both power 

consumption and scale while improving sensitivity of radio receivers. In comparison to inductive 

coupling, communication over far-field electromagnetic waves have several distinct advantages 

including longer distance between implant and transceiver, higher data rates resulted in lesser 

energy consumption, and no needs in precise alignment between units. 

The FCC has selected the MICS radio frequency band due to low attenuation coefficient of RF signal 

in a human body. However, a complex biological environment generates novel challenges for RF 

antenna designers rendered in a non-uniform distribution of dielectric constant and conductivity of 

different tissues and cavities, and non-even geometries strongly affecting antenna performance. Usually, wavelength is much larger then applied antenna designs; therefore, electrically “small antennas” have substantially reduced power transmission efficiency. Together with restrictions on 

transmitting power applied in MICS band,[206] this reduces maximum communication range to 

~2m.[209] Additionally, due to a low bandwidth per channel of 100 kHz to 300 kHz allocated by the 

standard, the communication system permits only low data rates. MICS radio band was not 

standardized world-wide and is suitable mainly for receiving small amount of telemetry data from 

implanted or connected to the body sensors,[209] while neurological applications as BMI systems 

require a wireless transmission of a huge amount of data in real-time.[176,193] Thus, researchers world-

wide started to pay attention at the ISM radio band as a vantage point in the developments of 

implantable neural devices, where operation at higher working carrier frequencies at the allocated 

radio band could provide a wider bandwidth,[210] as a result enhancing bit rates of the system.[211]  

The ISM band has higher-frequency ranges allocated around 915 MHz, 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz, has 

higher bandwidth, provides data rates more than 10 Mbit/s, lowers power consumption due to small 

duty cycle of an operating time, and, finally, is a worldwide standard. This radio band can be used 

without limits on the range and strict regulations only limiting radiation power to the maximum level 

of 10 dBm while not exciding maximum SAR level in surrounding biological tissues.[70,212] At the same 

time, higher frequencies are beneficial for small antennas as the wavelength approaches the size of 

the antenna. This allows much lower power consumption due to the higher efficiency.  

There are however, a drawback of open RF band. Operation of many electronics such as household 

devices like microwave ovens and network communication systems were considered as a potential 

risk of electromagnetic interference (EMI) that could disturb operation of medical devices. It was 

demonstrated that only a very close proximity between the implant and RF source operating at the 

same channel may cause malfunction of the transmission link. However, system could operate with 

100% of success by changing the working channel.[113] Development of medical implants operating 

in these frequency bands is highly supported by the fast rise of mobile devices in the last decade, 

providing cheap and high quality RF components that are applied within implantable systems. The 
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future of implantable devices lie in high frequency MICS/ISM and ultra-wide bands, where the 

current development towards fully wireless medical electronics is expecting to fulfill the niche in the 

next decade.[213] The starting point for this development is a new efficient antenna design operating 

at defined distances between transmitter and receiver in a defined location of a biological 

environment at required frequency range, while using available bandwidth and power.  

2.2.2 Electromagnetic radiation in a biological environment 

In comparison to the free space, electromagnetic waves propagating in biological environment 

affected by a material with a high dielectric constant and conductivity dependent on wavelength of 

radio waves. Any biological body, such as a human or an animal, represents such an environment 

with a complex non evenly distributed dielectric constant, which strongly influences resonant 

conditions of a small antenna and level of absorption in the radio channel it uses.[102,214] These 

conditions depend to a large extent on both the position and orientation of the implanted antenna 

within the body, and the dielectric parameters of the biological environment. Wave propagation in 

the dielectric environment can be characterized by parameters such as attenuation constant – α, 
phase constant - β and wavelength in the media - . These relations of the wave and medium 

parameters are given as:[215]  
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where   /)(tan  is the loss tangent of the material, ω =2πf – angular frequency,   and

   are real and imaginary parts of relative permittivity of the material,  is the conductivity (S/m) of 

the media and c is speed of light in vacuum.  

It is known, that human body consist of almost 60% of water and 0.9 % w/w of dissolved salts, which 

are responsible for the distribution in dielectric constants and conductivity within the body due to 

concentration variation in different tissues. According to international regulation of FCC and IEEE for 

wireless medical applications, 402-405 MHz MICS, 902-928 MHz, 2400-2483.5 MHz and 

5725-5850 MHz ISM frequency band ranges could be used for wireless implant applications.[206] As 

it could be seen from the Figure 2.5, the dielectric constant of a pure saline solution has a relatively 

small distribution at the given bands and at human body temperature (~36.6° C) dropping from 74 

to 68 with increase in frequency, but in a real biological tissue like muscles it has smaller value 
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ranging from 57.1 to 48.5.[216,217] However, the dielectric losses in the media has stronger effect at 

lower frequencies due to ionic conductivity,[218–220] which vanishes when frequency of the 

electromagnetic radiation became higher than oscillating relaxation time of ions.[219,221] In those 

conditions, higher frequencies are preferred over lower frequencies to reduce dielectric losses in the 

material.[218] Attenuation constant is used to derive an important parameter, namely penetration 

depth of the wave in a lossy media. At the penetration depth, the wave amplitude reduces to 1/e or 

37% of its initial value.  

 

Figure 2.5: Dielectric constant and losses of water as a function of frequency. Red and 

blue solid lines represent parameters for clean water, dashed lines show the behavior of 

salt water. Green lines mark parameters of water at human temperature, where solid and 

dashed lines represent relative permittivity and losses, respectively. The data is indicative 

only. Violet mark frequencies are used in medical applications (ISM and MICS radio bands). 

(Image adopted from M. Chaplin, "Water and Microwaves". Water Structure and Science) 

It is important to consider that for the standard frequencies of 402 MHz, 915 MHz, 2.45 GHz and 

5.8 GHz, the wavelength in muscle tissue has value of 95 mm, 43 mm, 17 mm, and 7 mm with a 

penetration depth of 53 mm, 42 mm, 22 mm, and 7.5 mm respectively.[216] In fatty tissue, the 

penetration depth for particularly 2.45 GHz could be as high as 100 mm. In comparison to 402 MHz 

MICS band and 915 MHz ISM band, the 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz ISM bands has a relatively small 

penetration depth. However, for an application in neuronal implants, with an average nerve 

dislocation depth in a human body between 5 mm and 80 mm for wrist and hip respectively, with an 

averaged value of 20 mm or less at joint positions or at spine area,[103,222–225] it is realistic to consider 

2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands as good candidates for this direction in the medicine. Additionally, 

neuronal recording requires high data rates, which would benefit from higher operating frequencies. 
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Using for instance the 2.45 GHz band, a successful application of a wirelessly powered stent implant 

operating deeply in a human body was already reported.[226]  

However, dielectric losses in biological and medical applications of wireless devices requires a strict 

control of dissipating power in the tissue, which can heats up the environment and could harm or 

damage the tissue if critical temperatures are exceeded.[70] As a result, the dissipating power of 

communicating systems is strictly regulated for ISM and MICS bands and defined as a maximum 

specific absorption ratio (SAR). The SAR for general public exposure is defined by the standards for 

given frequency ranges.[70,71] For instance, for frequencies between 100 kHz and 3 GHz, the SAR is 

limited to 0.08 W/kg for the whole-body, while for arms and legs distal from elbows and knees should 

not exceed 4 W/kg and for other tissues in a human body is limited to 2 W/kg. It should be also taken 

into account that at lower frequencies i.e. 402 MHz and 915 MHz, quarter of the wavelength could 

coincide with dimensions of body tissues, resulting in wave resonances and as a consequence 

enhancement of SAR.[71]  

Higher operating frequencies result in a smaller antenna with a lower occupied volume, which has 

benefits for small-scale implants attached to i.e. nerve. Moreover, a small antenna that operates at 

higher frequencies has better radiation efficiency in comparison to an antenna having similar scale 

and operating at lower frequencies, due to the ratio between antenna dimensions and the 

wavelength.[227] From this considerations, it could be expected that even a half-wave-length antenna 

designed for operation within a human body at 402 MHz MICS band will have a large scale 

(47.5 mm`s). If an antenna designed for 402 MHz band would have dimensions of the same type 

antenna operating at 2.4 GHz or 5.8 GHz ISM bands, it would have a much higher SAR level in the 

biological tissues due to its lower power radiation efficiency.[203,228–230] Basically, for a fixed operating 

frequency, SAR will increase for smaller antennas.[231] 

Almost all antennas used in within implantable devices belong to the category of ESA due to their 

small size in comparison to the wavelength.[79] An antenna is assumed to be ESA when it satisfies ratio 

ka ≤ 0.5, where k = 2π/λ - the free space wavenumber and a - the radius of a sphere enclosing the 

occupied volume by the antenna.[232] The ESA description is usually applied for free space antennas 

and may not be used for an implanted antenna surrounded by a biological tissue that strongly 

influences the wavelength. If the antenna is implanted deeper than its near field - the region close to 

an antenna where electric and magnetic fields are still not perpendicular to each other and still don’t 
propagate in a phase, it will interact with free space over a human body representing a bulk and non-

uniform dielectric media. In such an environment the antenna can be physically small but electrically 

comparable to the wavelength.[216]  

Due to the strong influence of the surrounding environment, the antenna scale usually also includes a 

surrounding ground plane and interacting objects within their geometries.[74] In many cases, regular 
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antennas operating normally outside the organism cannot operate within the body or acquire a 

significant shift in their resonant frequency due to this additional environmental parameters, which 

are not presented otherwise (Figure 2.6a).[233,234] It was demonstrated that resonance shift experiences 

fast saturation with increase in dielectric permittivity (Figure 2.6b).[235] As well, different antenna 

locations, complexity, and shape of a phantom used for simulations could strongly affect the 

performance of an antenna communicating with an external device.[102] To obtain an appropriate 

design of an implantable antenna and to calculate the operating parameters, it is necessary to use 

complex models which take into account all necessary body parts that may potentially work as 

components of a distributed electromagnetic circuit operating as a so-called dielectric resonator 

antenna (DRA), possible dielectric lens configurations, or scattering sites.[102,214,236] An important 

parameter, which is considered for such a situation, is the total antenna gain outside the body, which is 

applied for calculation of path losses for EM waves and helps in estimation of wireless system limits.[203]  

 

Figure 2.6: Resonance shift in a dielectric material. A) Shift of the resonance frequency in 

the human body. (Image is adopted from [233]) B) Dependence of operating frequency 

on dielectric permittivity. (Image is adopted from [235])  

Despite the scale reduction of an antenna due to a human body dielectric properties, the antenna size 

can be further miniaturized by applying general rules developed by Wheeler, Chu, Harrington, Best, 

Fante, and others for small antennas.[232] These rules tell us that below a specific scale, the radiation 

resistance of an antenna drops while reactance increases. At this point one should always keep in 

mind that the radiation impedance of a space is purely active (resistive) and defined as the ratio 

between electric and magnetic field propagating in the space (for free space is equivalent to ~377 Ω). 

If antenna cannot match free space impedance (basically cannot transfer energy to the radiation load 

in one period of oscillation usually due to its small scale), the energy supplied by a transmitter will 

be reflected from the antenna-space interface and will be either returned to the transmitter or stored 

in a near field of the antenna with a gradual radiation over many oscillations through the small 

(<377 Ω) radiation load. This ratio between stored and radiated energy represents the radiation 

quality factor of the antenna and for smaller radiation resistances this value increases.[237] However, 

matching of the active wave-impedance of an antenna to the space impedance is one side of the 

challenge, the small antenna should also transform the free space impedance to transmitter line, 
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which usually requires external matching elements or additional design considerations for the 

antenna itself.[74,79,238]  

The last condition can be promoted in a resonance circuit, where energy is stored in a reactive, 

distributed LC network and near field of an antenna. As the efficiency of a small antenna highly relies 

on how many oscillation cycles should be performed through the active radiation resistance before 

the stored energy could be fully emitted, the antenna with higher Q factor resonance circuit would 

have a higher efficiency. However increase in Q factor of an antenna itself also means a strong 

interaction of the stored energy in the near field with an environment of the antenna which leads to 

an increase in dielectric loses associated with the material like biological tissue surrounding the 

antenna and higher SAR level.[203] The bottle neck of small antennas is their bandwidth which is 

inversely proportional to quality factor of the resonant antenna. There are, however, several 

strategies to increase bandwidth of an antenna by applying higher working frequencies or 

introducing matching elements or very complex multi-resonance designs of the antenna shape. 

However, applying matching elements is usually joined with an increase in scale of the systems and 

additional losses, which could be significant in comparison to radiation losses of the antenna itself 

making it less efficient.  

The main conclusion is that the most efficient broadband small antenna design should utilize 

available volume within implanted device applying less number of external matching elements. This 

has resulted in a broad variety of different antenna designs for implantable devices that utilize 

various strategies for miniaturization of antennas.  

2.2.3 Designs of implantable antennas 

Different types of small implantable antennas were developed for MICS, ISM, and UWB radio bands 

utilizing a standard dipole or patch type antenna structures. Due to their mechanical flexibility, 

planar and low-profile antenna designs are very abundant in literature (Table 1). Practically, these 

are dipole[239–241], loop[242,243], slot[244,245], micro strip antennas (MSA)[246–252] and patch antennas[253–
256]. Usually, implantable patch antennas are used with a shortening pin to the ground 

plane[203,214,228,251,257–264] and calls as a planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA), these antennas are also 

heavily utilized in mobile communication nowadays. Popularity of the PIFA type antennas could be 

understood by application of a short pin, which defines the antenna input impedance reducing the 

number of matching elements and associated with them losses. Top path element of the PIFA could 

have different shapes: loop[233,262,265], meander line[203,229,258,261,266–268], spiral[248,249,251,265,267,269–273] 

(Figure 2.7a) or with stacked elements[251,261,274] if multi-band applications are required (Figure 2.7b). 

Other so called self-matched antenna types include 3D spiral antennas (Figure 2.7c)[270,271,273,275,276]. 

These consist of serially connected monopoles and loops representing a simplified shape of 3D helix. 
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By balancing these inductances and capacitances, one can reach a pure resistive behaviour which is 

achieved at the resonance frequency. The shape of such a helix is close to the most efficient 3D folded 

single arm helical antenna (Figure 2.7d) made by Wheeler which occupy maximum possible volume 

of a sphere surrounding it.[79] All implantable antennas are usually protected by dielectric material 

isolating metal parts from the conducting biological environment and preventing their corrosion, as 

well as for biocompatibility purposes.[129,277–279] Additionally, antennas with a strong power density 

in the near field are surrounded by a dielectric material in order to decouple fields from the biological 

environment thus minimizing SAR level and reducing non-radiative losses; however, the size of the 

antenna will increase.[243,251,279] In general, a power saving strategy plays a crucial role for 

implantable systems. In a normal state, the implant is kept in “sleep mode” and the “wake up” 
procedure for the implanted device is made with an externally transmitted signal at another 

frequency band requiring antennas operating in at least two bands.[228,259,260,271] 

  

Figure 2.7: Realization of physically and electrically small antennas. A) Spiral PIFA 

antenna for the 402 MHz frequency range.[272] B) Triple band stacked PIFA antenna for 

MICS and ISM implantable devices.[274] C) Stacked 3D spiral antenna for MICS and ISM radio 

bands.[271] D) One-arm folded spherical dipole helical antenna.[79] E) Impedance matching 

PCB board. The insets present on chip implantable loop antennas for 2.4 GHz and 5.2 GHz 

frequency bands.[280] F) Schematic representation of a self-assembling planar stripe into a 

3D magnetic micro helix.[281] 

Negative index meta materials (NMM) has also been used as an impedance matching shell 

surrounding an antenna.[282–284] These materials are working basically as a phase compensating 

elements in the near field pushing this region closer to the optimal radiation sphere outside the 

antenna volume thus effectively utilizing the given volume. However, due to resonance nature of the 

NMM, fabricated antennas will experience a poor efficiency in the lossy biological media.[285–287] Some 

of those antennas are developed in a micro-stripe design.[247,262] 
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Despite the big dielectric constant of a biological environment, implantable antennas designed for 402 

MHz MICS or 915 MHz ISM radio bands are still too large. Making even smaller antennas operating in 

these frequency bands increases level of SAR and lowers transmitting power as it could be seen from Kiorti’s works.[261,288] In this respect antennas operating at higher frequencies have distinct advantages, 

even if volume of such an antenna will be kept constant.[227] The data presented in Table 2 lists antennas 

that operate at single ISM 2.45 GHz radio band, where it could be noted that high frequency antennas 

has smaller dimensions compared to MICS antennas in general. Furthermore, wire-type antennas 

occupy less volume than other types, at the same time have high gain. Comparing antennas for MICS 

and ISM antennas ( Table 1 and Table 2), it could be seen that the smallest antenna can be designed 

using wire-type groundless designs with a wire folded in a loop[280,289] or presented as dipole antennas 

in different shapes like spirals[240,290] or helixes[291–296]. Groundless antennas could have very small 

volumes e.g. self-assembled micro cubic[297,298] or on chip loop[280] antennas, but only in the case when transmitter impedance is not necessarily a standard 50 Ω. Otherwise they have very high own 

resonance frequencies[298] or require matching circuits that are significantly larger than the antenna 

disregarding thus advantages of the very small form factor (Figure 2.7e).[280]  

Wired designs could play an important role in a strict volume defined conditions, where antennas could 

be displaced on the surface of an implantable device leaving a useful internal volume. This volume can 

be explored by electronics or energy source inside an implantable device or left empty, thus making 

complete system as compact as possible. As a trend nowadays, conformal shapes of such antennas 

attracting more attention.[233,252,299,300] Here we need to take into account that it is common for many 

tissues within a human body to have a cylindrical shape such as blood vesicles, nerves, lymphatic 

system, or tendons. The round cross sections of these structures are actively exploited in cuff type 

implantable devices.[26,83–85,186] Most designs of antennas initially made for free space and then 

dimensions scaled down for applications in implantable devices compensating shift in resonance 

frequency. Usually this downscaling approaches half wavelength in a human body leaving still a room 

for further miniaturisation.[295] However, the small physical dimensions of antennas would require very 

complex fabrication procedures limiting their applications. In this respect, a dipolar normal mode 

helical antenna is the best trade-off among others wired antennas[74,79] including size, wire length, performance at 50 Ω, and shape conformation to cylindrically shaped implants i.e. cuff and injectable 

implants. The helical type antenna by its nature made by winding of the conductor onto a cylinder or 

tube. This, three dimensionally complex process could be, however, performed with a high precision 

and high yield applying strain engineered rolled-up technology. In this respect a two dimensional 

planar structure could easily form a helix with a conductor on its shape (Figure 2.7f).[96–98,101,281,301–305]  
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Table 1. Various antennas reported in the literature for MICS, ISM and WiBAN applications. Note: Volume 

is defined as a maximum extension of antenna functional parts e.g. dielectric case or metal parts. Frequency 

band is defined at a main resonance with a return loss (S11) better than -10 dB. Transmitting power is 

defined as an amount per mass (symbol 1 gram and 10 gram) satisfying maximum SAR level in a tissue. Symbol “n/a” means that this information was not provided in the literature. 
Ref. 

Antenna 
Shape 

Volume 
[mm3] 

Frequency 
Band [MHz] 

Implantation 
Tissue 

Implantation 
Depth [mm] 

Transmission 
Distance [m] 

Transmitting 
Power [mW] 

Gain 
[dBi] 

[165] UWB Chip 
10x10x1 

100 
3.5G (600) Under skin n/a 1 (50 mW) n/a n/a 

[228] 
PIFA 

differential 
x52x25.2 

1978.2 
403(211) 

2.45G(590) 
Under skin 3  0.3 

23.410 
25.710 

-30.5 
-22.2 

[233] U-Loop 
x52x15 
1177.5 

404.5(200 k) Muscle 60 2 3.21 -28.9 

[236] Microstrip 
monopole 

12x12x0.8 
115.2 

3-10.6 G Head 0.5-30 10 mm 4.51 -15,-30 

[239] 
Water 

Monopole 
x82x30.5 
6129.28 

3.2G(2.62G) Ingestible n/a n/a 6.51 
-33.3 
-43.6 

[240] 
Folded 
Dipole 

27x5 
h=10 um 

825 
Brain 

Surface 
n/a 10 cm n/a -20.5 

[242] Coil 0.22 mm² 
433  

915 
Aqueous 
Humor 

0.5 
10 cm  

(47 mW) 
n/a n/a 

[243] 
Coupled 

Loop 
7x7x5 

245 
403.5(8) Muscle 20 n/a 101 -14.7 

[244] T-slot 
10x10x1.6 

160 
6G(1.8G) Canola Oil 5 1 n/a -31.6 

[251] 
PIFA 

Stacked 
13x12x4.06 

630.24 
403.5(5) 

Vitreous 
Humor 

n/a 6 44.410 -40.3 

[252] 
Meander 

Conformed 
x52x18 

1413 
402(40) 

Small 
Intestine 

n/a n/a 
3.831 

23.3510 
-29.6 

[253] 
Classic 
PIFA 

39x30x3 
3510 

403.5(5) Muscle 15 6 (0.55 nW) n/a -35 

[254] Patch 
5.68x6x0.254 

8.66 
31.5G Fat 8 1 (16 mW) 1610 -46.5 

[256] Patch 
25x30x1.5 

1125 
7G(10G) Human arm 2.4 n/a n/a -7.095 

[259] 
Split ring 
Slot PIFA 

14x14x1.28 
250.88 

403.5(5) 
2.44G (42) 

Skin ~2.5-5 - n/a 
-40 
-22 

[260] Microstrip 
26x8x1.25 

260 
403.5(47) 

2.41G (120) 
Muscle 15 n/a n/a 

n/a 
n/a 

[261] 
PIFA 

stacked 
x62x1.9 
214.78 

402(43) 
Under Rat 

skin  
5 n/a 

4.9271 
30.7310  

-30 

[271] 
Spiral 

stacked 

2x5.22x24.7 

1048.58 

403.5(5) 
2.45G(100) 

Under skin 5 
14 
5 

5.51 
n/a 

-28.8 
-18.5 

[276] 3D-spiral 
14x14x15 

2940 
405(225.2) Muscle 31 n/a 7.41 -28.5 

[288] 
PIFA 

stacked 
x3.62x0.7 

28.48 
412(50) Inside Skin 0.25 15 cm 

2.1641 

25.910 
-50.98 

[290] 
Spiral 
dipole 

5.2x5.2x1.5 
40.56 

1.41G(20) Intraocular n/a 25 mm n/a n/a 

[241] 
Dipole 
Folded 

20.3x0.8x0.8 
12.992 

953(260) Under Skin 2 10(25 uW) n/a -34 

[294] 
Dipole 
Helical 

x0.72x25 
38.465 

924(13) Under skin 2 10(25 uW) 
0.5 W1 

0.5 W 10 
-35 

[295] Helical  
x1.52x3 

23.31 
886.5(7) Ingestible n/a 5 cm 

111 
3610 

-27 

[296] 
Dipole 
Helical 

x0.82x36 
72.34 

924(225) Under skin 2 10 n/a -20 
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Table 2. Various antennas reported in the literature for ISM 2.45 GHz radio band. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ref. 
Antenna 

Shape 
Volume 
[mm3] 

Frequency 
Band [GHz] 

Implantation 
Tissue 

Implantation 
Depth [mm] 

Transmission 
Distance [m] 

Transmitting 
Power [mW] 

Gain 
[dBi] 

[245] Cavity  
Slot 

1.6x2.8x4 
17.92 

2.45(85M) Under Skin 4 4(12.5 uW) 2.51 -22.3 

[255] Patch 
10x10x1.27 

127 
2.45(190M) Under Skin 4 10 

7.511 
75.210 

-20.4 

[263] PIFA 
x52x1.18 

92.63 
2.45(142M) Under Skin n/a 10 41 -24.8 

[264] PIFA 
10x10x1.27 

127 
2.49(350M) Muscle 5 n/a 6.281 -22.33 

[289] Loop 
3x4x1.6 

19.2 
2.32(500M) 

Under 
Skin&Fat 

2&3 1(10 uW) n/a -17.5 

[280] 
On chip 

Loop 
2.88x1.07 

1.4mm2 

2.4 
5.2 

Aqueous 
Humor 

5mm 10cm n/a 
-29 

-14.5 

[292] Dipole 
Helical 

x0.52x14.7 
11.53 

2.45(51M) Under Skin 2 10(25 uW) n/a -22.3 

[293] Dipole 
Helical 

x0.52x17.7 
13.89 

2.45(77M) Under Skin 2 20(25 uW) n/a -14 
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2.3 Rolled-up self-assembling technology 

Bimetallic stripe bending behavior, when heat is applied, has been known since 1759. John Harrison 

introduced such a stripe in the marine chronometer to compensate thermal misbalance of the 

chronometer spring.[306] Bending of the bimetallic stripe occurs due to the difference in thermal 

expansion of two joint films with an associated stress in the stripe. In the similar way, a planar 

thin-film structures with the introduced stress could create a 3D geometry during the stress 

relaxation process. For instance, the stress may occur at the interface between two epitaxially grown 

thin-films because of the lattice mismatch.[301,307] Significant forces at the interface or in the volume 

of films can be induced if the right combination of materials and processes are used giving desired 

curvature of the film. Depending on the relaxation patch, various 3D geometries could be created, 

including wrinkles[95], spirals[308] and tubes[95,96]. The mechanical assembly of planar structures into 

3D shaped geometries has been extended over time from mono-crystalline epitaxially grown 

semiconductor layers[301,307] up to a variety of polycrystalline semiconductor[94–96,301,302,307], metal[308–311] 

and amorphous oxide layers[303,312–314]. The mechanical behavior can be calculated using known 

physical parameters of materials and their processing conditions.[95,315]  

Figure 2.8a presents a simplified schematic of the rolled-up technology. At first, a functional bilayer 

(FL) deposited on top of a sacrificial layer (SL) under an incidence angle of 60° between the substrate 

plane and evaporation direction achieving thin films in the range of ~50 nm. The purpose of such a 

deposition is to form a shadow by one edge of a photoresist structure (Figure 2.8a) giving an entrance 

opening for a solvent or an etchant. This is a starting point for the self-assembly process. The opposite 

side of the structure is anchored to the substrate. Left and right (in case of a rectangular pattern of 

SL) edges are also coated by the very thin bilayer stack partially preventing access of the solvent and 

assembly in a wrong direction. Then the SL is selectively destroyed during the process leaving the 

top layer unaffected. The process of the SL etching releases the FL from the surface allowing the 

stressed bilayer to be reshaped due to the stress relaxation. Conventionally, etching process 

performed in a liquid solution e.g. solvents or acids, which has several implications on the subsequent 

processes. To dry 3D structures assembled from nanometer thick layers and prevent their collapse 

due to the liquid surface tension, it is necessary to remove the liquid solvent by converting it into a 

gas without crossing the liquid gas phase. This can be achieved by i.e. replacing the solvent with liquid 

CO2 and evaporating it at a critical thermodynamic point at high pressure and elevated temperature.  

Despite the challenging fabrication process, arrays of small-scale structures (∅20 µm) fabricated on 

small substrates (1x1 cm2) demonstrate a high fabrication yield (Figure 2.8b), which is important for 

mass production of micro scale devices e.g. self-propelling motors[316], capacitors[317,318] and 

batteries[319,320] for energy storages, magnetic sensors[29,311], optical cavity resonators for information 
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processing[321], for biological investigations such as cancer cell growth[322–325] or neural stem cell 

differentiation[32]. However, many efforts were devoted into development of fabrication processes 

that allow larger geometries in millimeter scale that are characteristic for 2.4 GHz antennas. 

Unfortunately, no successful rout was found using thin-film oxide layers for large-scale structures, 

where rolling process appeared mostly in random directions (Figure 2.8c). 

 

Figure 2.8: Rolled-up technology. A) Schematic representation of strain engineering for 

production of self-assembled tubular structures.[301] B) Array of uniformly self-assembled 

oxide micro tubes.[303] C) Defective rolling of macro tubular structures. Dashed rectangle 

presents the initial area of the planar structure. Arrows indicate defective rolling 

directions. D) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the photoresist layer 

containing undercut edge. 

Strong variations and failures in the assembly process could be understood in a close look on the 

edge of a regularly patterned photoresist structure (Figure 2.8d). As it could be seen from the Figure 

2.8d, the imperfections of the photoresist edge has a scale comparable to the film thickness; 

additionally, the formed notch on the surface of the photoresist forms another stress point in thin-

films. The characteristic shape of the photoresist edge is suitable for small-scale structures,[94] but 

however could not be used for larger structures (5x8 mm). The stress on the edge became even 

more noticeable with the larger film thickness promoting formation of cracks and brittleness of an 

entire structure, which leads to a low yield of assemblies and integrity failures. Considering that the 

fabrication of the bilayer stack and an assembly of tubular structures is not the last step in the device 

fabrication requiring further lithographic steps, the technology should be altered to give an almost 

100% yield and reproducibility of large-scale structures.  

It is known that polymers and their composites with inorganic materials could provide a much better 

control over mechanical performance such as stability and conformation. For instance 

metal-polymer[281,326], oxide-polymer[101] or polymer-polymer[97–99,304,305] bilayers are capable for 

self-assembling into a variety of 3D geometries including rolled-up tubes[100,327,328], micro 

grippers[329,330], cubes[298], soft[97,99,305] and rigid[331–333] origami structures meanwhile being robust and 

stable. In comparison with oxide tubes, dimensions of self-assembled hybrid polymeric structures 
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could easily span the range from micrometers up to centimeters (Figure 2.9a-c). Unfortunately, we 

need to exclude technologies involving metal layers due to their screening effect for antenna 

applications and brittle oxide layers, which could reduce yield of working devices. 

 

Figure 2.9: Stimuli responsive structures.  A) Optical image of a hybrid coil with 

SU8/magnetic layers.[281] B) Fluorescent cells captured by a polymeric micro gripper.[330] 

C) A 3.5-cm long-multilayer microfluidic device containing a single channel.[334] D) 

Hydrogel balls before and after water uptake. (Image source http://Selfedge.pk) 

E) Pinecone in the wet and dry state. (Image source http://biology.stackexchange.com) 

F) Application of the pinecone effect in bio-inspired actuators. (Image courtesy of A. 

Menges, Hygroskin – Meteorosensetive Pavilion. FRAC Centre Orleans, France) 

Application of polymeric composites has a distinct advantage defined by a freedom in chemical 

modification of polymers, which can deterministically affect their mechanical, physical and chemical 

properties. An important mechanical parameter that can be affected in polymeric composites is 

stress. Several strategies could be used to induce stress in polymeric composite e.g. temperature 

variation[57,305,335,336], pH response[98,336,337] or swelling in solvents[101,327,334]. For instance it is known 

that hydrogel can swell in water changing their volume more than 100% (Figure 2.9d).[338] Induced 

volumetric expansion may produce an enormous mechanical force on the microscale that can be 

used in combination with a reinforcing layer to alter a shape of initial structure.[32,339] This effect is 

heavily utilized in nature[340,341] (Figure 2.9e) and was applied already in artificial systems (Figure 

2.9f).[98,305,336,337,342] However, applied materials are not suitable for harsh photolithographic 

processes that should be applied on top of these structures.  

During research on available polymeric platforms all their advantages and disadvantages were 

considered to fulfill main requirements. One of the most important is a multi-lithographic processing 

with high yield of assembled structures. For this work, several polymeric materials were synthesized 

providing required performance. Polyimide (PI) and poly(ethylene-alt-maleic anhydride) (PEAMA) 

were selected as the functional inert material and pH responsive hydrogel (HG) respectively. PEAMA 
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comes in already polymerized form with anhydride groups on back bones, which are chemically 

active and could be easily modified using alcohol monomers equipped with different functional 

groups.[343] PI is one of the well-known polymers that is successfully utilized in electronic industry 

due to its stability especially in harsh environment applications.[343] Application of polyimide could 

solve many issues associated with stability (chemical, thermal and physical), photo-patternability 

and protection of bottom layers. Unfortunately, compositions of all commercially available 

spincoatable and photopatternable polyimides are closed and confidential information of those 

companies, therefore, polyimides for this work were specially synthesized and modified for better 

adhesion among layers.  

SL should have a good adhesion to the substrate and to top lying layers otherwise exfoliation will 

occur randomly. Meanwhile SL should be destructible at the assembly point not affecting top lying 

layers and be photopatternable. In industrial and scientific applications, a variety of sacrificial 

material for self-assembling and micromachining process have been introduced including 

semiconductors[94,302,332,344], metals[334,345], photoresists[308,311], water soluble polymers[346] or their 

metal ion crosslinked forms[347,348]. In some cases, FL’s could be physically bonded to the 
substrate,[97,98,304,327,337] but this introduce problems during multi lithographic process steps 

decreasing yield of the working structures. However, among listened sacrificial layers there are no 

ideal one, which would satisfy all the requirements. The closest concept to the ideal SL was suggested 

by V. Linder applying a crosslinking mechanism of a water-soluble polymer with metallic ions.[347] In 

this report, the most stable and robust layer was formed by the crosslinking of polyacrylic acid (PAA) 

with ions of Ca2+. Application of a chelating agent as ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid (EDTA) can 

remove Ca ions at pH 8 and uncrosslink SL to water soluble state. At the same time, at these pH values, 

SL behaves as a regular hydrogel such as polyacrylic acid or polyacrylamide and swells to a large 

extent requiring better stability at these pH values to perform self-assembly process. Replacement of 

calcium with lanthanum ions having higher coordination number improves stability of the SL with 

respect to pH levels[349] and allow a direct photolithographic structuring of these layers. For 

crosslinking of SL, HG and PI layers acrylic functional monomers were selected. Acrylic groups are 

known for their non-complicated processability[350]. They can be polymerized under h- and i-line UV 

light and provide covalent bonding between layers. In the following chapters, more detailed 

materials syntheses and technological steps for preparation of polymers and structures will be 

provided.
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3 Fabrication and characterization methods 

This chapter provides description of the technology and processes involved in the thesis that applied 

for fabrication of micro-scale helical antennas. Sample preparation includes a chemical synthesis of 

polymeric materials, their photolithographic definition on rigid supports using optical methods 

combined with a thin-film technology to introduce electrically conductive patches of antennas. The 

fabrication finalizes in a precise self-assembly step forming three-dimensional antenna structures, 

which followed by a characterization using high frequency probing methods. 

3.1 Thin film technology 

Sample preparation involves a variety of photolithographic processes, different types of coating 

methods, chemical processes that were mainly used for fabrication and application of polymers, 

vacuum deposition techniques that involves sputtering or electron beam evaporation of materials. 

These techniques were chosen as they represent the global standard microelectronics fabrication 

technology compatible with integrated circuit fabrication methods. This should allow a potential up 

scaling and high yield manufacturing. Development of samples, technological processes and 

characterization were carried out at the facilities of the Institute for Integrative Nanosciences (IFW 

Dresden, Germany). 

3.1.1 Photolithography 

Photolithography is one of the main and most complex processes involved in the manufacturing of 

state of the art micro- and nano-integrated electric circuits applied on an industrial scale, which could 

reach as high as 30% of time in overall production. Here, a common sequence of processing steps 

used in photolithography will be shortly described, which includes preparation of substrates, 

application and patterning of photopolymers or photoresists with a subsequent post processing.   

Sample preparation starts with a cleaning step. This step involves a chemo-mechanical cleaning 

process of substrates that eliminates dust and organic contaminations. As the result, uniformity and 

adhesion of applicable materials could be substantially improved in comparison to untreated 

samples. Additionally, the surface of the substrate could be modified with special adhesion 

promoting agents to adjust the interface between the substrate and applicable materials (i.e. 

photoresist), simultaneously protecting the surface from contamination and absorption of water. 

Usually photoresists and other polymeric materials could be applied on the surface using different 

methods including deep coating, doctor blade system, spin coating or dried polymeric film lamination 
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processes. However, the strict requirements on quality, thickness control and reproducibility of 

parameters applied in integrated circuit fabrication technologies has acquired spin coating as a main 

technique among others for application of polymers and was the method used within the thesis. 

Usually, coating finishes with a pre-dried polymer on the surface of a substrate requiring an 

additional soft-baking process that removes the rest of the solvent from the layer. This could be 

achieved either in a convection oven or on a hot plate. Baking on a hot plate used in the work as it is 

rapid (~1 min), in comparison to convection ovens (~30 min). 

Soft-baking process is followed by an exposure step in a special mask aligning system (in this work 

mask aligners SUSS MA45 and SUSS MJB-4 were used) that collimates UV light, from high pressure 

discharge lamp projecting an image of a chromium mask mechanically aligned with the sample 

surface according to markers on both the substrate and the mask. Exposure could be done in several 

modes: in a contact mode providing high resolution, in a proximity mode that extends the mask 

lifetime, however significantly lowering the resolution, or in a projection mode. The last mode is used 

in direct writing systems i.e. HIMT uPG 501 Direct Write Pattern Generator (Heidelberg Instruments 

Mikrotechnik GmbH, Germany). In such a system, exposure performed without the mask forming the 

image by a digital micro mirror electro-mechanical matrix. Application of micro mirror matrixes 

gives a possibility to vary the layout immediately without mask fabrication process, which 

particularly important during optimization steps.  

The exposure process of commonly available photoresists involves a UV light sources that could have 

wavelengths ranging from 450 nm to 365 nm; shorter wavelengths are applied for higher resolution 

and usually require special transparent for in deep UV light masks. During exposure of photoresists 

(light sensitive polymers) a set of photo initiators produces radicals or strong acids that alter physical 

and chemical properties of polymer e.g. solubility in organic or water based developers. Depending 

on the composition of the photoresist, they could be divided into positive or negative tone types. 

Regular positive tone photoresists initially has a low solubility in an alkali water based developers, 

however areas exposed to UV light became soluble. The negative tone photoresist works in an 

opposite way, exposed to UV light areas losing their solvability and remaining on the surface after 

the development process. Photoresist development process utilizes water diluted solutions of alkali 

metal bases or metal free organic bases such as tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH). 

Depending on a kind of patterning, either etching or lift-off process, an appropriate combination of 

baking, exposure, and development processes should be applied to define structures with an 

appropriate edge profile. Because, the subsequent deposition step is usually very sensitive to the 

photoresist edge of produced structures causing severe problems, which requires a precise control 

over the overall photolithography process.  
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Achieved patterns have various edge profiles, which could be positive, negative or sharp depending 

on the photoresist type and development method. To achieve different slopes for lift-off or etching 

processes, different types of photoresists are available. Those photoresists could generate positive 

as well as negative and vertical edges during fabrication process or can be used in a combination 

achieving bi-layer systems of photoresists (Figure 3.1). As an example, the photoresist AZ 5214E 

(Microchemicals GmbH, Germany) with an image reversal property could be applied to achieve high 

positive or negative slopes. The image reversal behavior with a high negative slope is very useful for 

lift-off patterning of for instance e-beam or sputter deposited thin films, but patterning of thick films 

could relate to some difficulties due to the strong deposition on edges of the resist. In this case, the 

bi-layer photolithographic process could be applied. Here two layers of polymeric material are 

applied. The first layer is usually not sensitive to UV light while the second one is an appropriate type 

of photoresist. During the development process, the top photoresist layer form structures and a 

lower polymeric layer defines an under etch during the development process. Achieved layers 

function as a mask for deposited thin film. After the deposition, the sample is usually submerged into 

the solution of organic solvents to swell and dissolve polymeric layers though removing upper lying 

layers of thin films. 

 

Figure 3.1: Profile of slopes for conventional photoresists.  Violet photoresist includes the 

photoactive component, while bright-violet areas additionally include chemical amplifying 

components. Orange material is photo inert, but sensitive to the photoresist developer. 

3.1.2 E-beam deposition 

Electron-beam deposition systems are widely used for thin film technologies, providing a way to 

prepare metallic, semiconductor and dielectric layers. This technology uses a focused electron beam 

that can transfer energy from a power supply onto a small area of an ingot material heating it up, to 

achieve a sufficient vapor pressure. In this way, different materials could be evaporated at various 

rates depending on the applied power. 

Generally, the electron beam evaporator (Figure 3.2a) consists of an electron gun, deflection system 

and a water-cooled crucible with a single or several target positions. An electron beam evaporator 

located in a vacuum chamber where the initial vacuum before the deposition is maintained at 

10-6 mbar level. This is required to minimize the effect of residual gases onto the growth of the film 

and its chemical composition. In some cases, reactive gasses could be injected into the vacuum 

chamber i.e. oxygen, to prevent for instance the stoichiometry of oxide materials, perform reactive 

depositions or introduce deterministic defects into the film structure.  

Positive Negative Vertical Bi-layer 
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Figure 3.2: Construction of the electron beam evaporation device.  A) Photograph of a 

commercially available electron beam evaporation cell with multiport rotating table to hold 

different materials at the same time. B) Transverse section of the electron beam evaporator. 

Electron beam (red line), emitted and accelerated between the filament and anode system, 

deflected by a permanent magnet towards the material, finally reaching a water-cooled 

crucible. At the same time to improve evaporation uniformity and material consumption, the 

electron beam can be additionally deflected by a scanning coil. Vaporized material 

propagates towards substrate and quartz microbalance to control the deposition rate. 

(Images are adopted from the JEOL Ltd.) 

Electron gun produces a beam of electrons (Figure 3.2b), which are generated by a tungsten filament 

or a thermionic cathode, accelerated to the energy of 5 KeV and then collimated in an electron beam 

focusing system. To prevent the electron gun from being contaminated by the depositing material, 

the electron beam is usually deflected in the magnetic field of a permanent or an electromagnet up 

to 270° while the electron gun itself is placed bellow the ingot crucible. The ingot became hot and 

even melts due to the bombardment of its surface with the electron beam, converting kinetic energy 

of electrons into a heat at the upper surface of the ingot. Material could be deposited when a sufficient 

vapor pressure is achieved producing a constant rate towards the sample surface. The rate is 

controlled by a quartz microbalance introduced inside the vacuum chamber close to the working 

surface. 

Within this thesis, electron beam (e-beam) evaporation was used for deposition of thin gold metal 

films that are patterned into conductive stripes of an antenna and contacts. The advantage of the e-

beam deposition is that the angle of an incoming material beam at the substrate level close to 90°. 

The lift-off process can be easily applied using an image reversal photoresist AZ 5214E that gives a 

large negative edge slope of final patterns. Deposition on top of such structures using an e-beam 
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deposition gives a strong shadow under the slope providing a free access of the solvent to the 

photoresist layer at the lift-off stage.  

3.1.3 Sputter deposition 

Sputter deposition is another method, which allows formation of thin films on the surface of a sample. 

This method can be used for high rate deposition of almost all materials that are solid at normal 

conditions and materials with a complex composition such as alloys or oxides preventing variation 

of their stoichiometry between the sample surface and the target. Conventional design of the 

simplified sputtering device is presented on the Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: Simplified representation of the magnetron sputtering system. Image is 

adopted from the Farotex Limited. 

For the deposition, in a vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 10-6 mbar filled argon (Ar) gas to 

the level of 10-3 mbar. Argon is used because it is not reactive and has a large atomic mass, which is 

important for a good material ejection from the target surface during sputtering process. At this 

pressure, a plasma ignites between the cathode and anode discharging ionized Ar gas. In this 

configuration, Ar ions accelerates towards the target material and during the bombardment of the 

target kicks-off target atoms in direction towards the sample surface at the same time secondary 

electrons are generated. In order to stabilize and increase density of the plasma in the vicinity of the 

target surface the discharge is formed in heterogeneous crossed electric and magnetic field 

configuration.[351] Due to movement in the perpendicular magnetic field electrons affected by the 
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Lorentz force as a result, electrons moves along complex cycloidal trajectories near the cathode 

surface getting into a magnetic trap. This prevents electrons from reaching the sample surface and 

heating it up, and cycloidal movement significantly increases probability of argon ionisation 

maximizing the density of the plasma near the target surface. This results in higher intensity of ion 

bombardment of target surface and significant improvement in the spattering speed. At the same 

time, material sputters extensively from the area with high density of magnetic field. This generates 

so-called racetrack, which limits target utilization (for planar magnetron could be between 20 - 50%). 

The magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet displaced bellow the actively cooled target. In 

this work, for deposition of thick metallic layers (nearly 2 um) an industrial vacuum chamber (HZM4P) with planar 6” round DC magnetrons was used. The high deposition pressure and the large 

(comparable to the sample) size of the target provides a good step coverage in comparison to e-beam 

deposition. This property could cause however some problems with the edge coating if lift-off 

process is applied. 

3.1.4 Chemical deposition 

Nowadays, it is difficult to imagine production of state of the art devices without adhesion promoting 

and coupling agents. To this class of materials belong organo-silane coupling agents. Due to their 

chemical structure, they could be used to bond virtually any kind of surfaces providing possibility to 

link organic and inorganic materials (Figure 3.4a). The chemical structure of organo-silane coupling 

agents contain silanol reactive groups that enable chemical bonding to inorganic surfaces on one side 

and organo-functional group that bonds an organic material on another side. Depending on an 

application, several different reactive groups and structures could be chosen such as 

3 – (Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate, which was used within the thesis work to promote 

bonding of polymeric materials to the glass surface. Usually orgnano-silanes are supplied in a non-

reactive form promoting their stability and a storage time. For this purpose, the silanol functional 

group is protected with methoxy, ethoxy, or other stabilizing chemical groups that can be easily 

hydrolysed in a presence of water molecules to form a silanol function group. To hydrolyse 

methoxysilyl functional group for instance, such as presented in 3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl 

methacrylate, water should be presented near the molecule (Figure 3.4b). This could be achieved in 

several ways, either water is introduced in a solution of solvents and an organo-silane, or water could 

be absorbed from the surface of the material, where it could form about 4 monolayers in a humid 

environment (1% – 60%).[352,353] After hydrolyzation, silanol groups orient towards the surface due 

to the hydrogen bonding (Figure 3.4c), where they react directly with hydroxyl group on the surface 

of almost any organic or inorganic materials. After heat treatment these bonds dehydrate forming 

stable covalent bonding between silane and the surface (Figure 3.4d, e).[354]   
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Despite the high productivity yield of the water based silane solutions that are applied on an 

industrial scale, application of these solutions on a small laboratory scale is not feasible, mainly due 

to the ephemeral shelf-life nature of these solutions. Therefore, in this work, coating was made from 

anhydrous toluene solutions of 3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate, which have long shelf life 

because the solution does not contain water. Hydrolyzation of the 3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl 

methacrylate monomers happens on the surface due to adsorbed water. Depending on amount of 

water on the surface one or more monolayers of the coupling agent can be formed. This results in a 

high surface density of the coupling agent at the interface, thus promoting adhesion of the further 

applied polymeric layer.   

 

Figure 3.4: Chemical layer deposition. A) Adhesion improvement of the surface by 

introducing silane as coupling agent which has two types of functional groups, like the 

groups in the opposing materials B) Silane monomer is hydrolyzed by adsorbed water on the 

material surface or by addition water into the solution. C) Hydrolyzed silane is bonded to the 

surface through Hydrogen bonding interaction. D) During annealing, water is evaporated 

and silane monomers covalently bond to each other and to the surface producing a polymeric 

layer with functional groups on the other side. E) Virtually any type of materials could be 

bonded to each other if appropriate coupling agents are selected. Note: Images are adopted 

from [354,355]. 
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3.2 Characterization methods 

Fabrication of antenna structures requires a strong compliance of geometrical and electrical 

parameters acquired from electromagnetic simulations to achieve a comparable result. Thus, it is 

necessary to characterize structures at every experimental step using different methods. In this 

work, thickness and profile of polymeric layers as well as deposited materials were characterized 

using profilometry and scanning electron microscopy. High frequency characterization of the self-

assembled structures was performed on a probe station equipped with a Vector Network Analyzer. 

The work was done on the equipment of the Institute for Integrative Nanosciences (IFW Dresden, 

Germany). 

3.2.1 Profilometry 

Polymeric self-assembly process that has been employed during the work for fabrication of antenna 

structures requires high reproducibility and a process control. To achieve this, slight variations in 

thickness of a newly synthesized materials should be avoided between batches. The easiest and most 

precise method for calibration of a new set of materials employed in the process is a mechanical 

thickness profilometry. In the work, a mechanical Dektak XT profilometer was used to calibrate the 

spin coating speed with respect to the achieved thickness (Figure 3.5a). The profilometer equipped 

with a diamond tip at the end of the stylus, which is touching the sample surface with a predefined 

force during a characterization process. 

  

Figure 3.5: Stylus profilometry.  A) Photo of the Dektak XT stylus profilometer. The inset 

shows a close view of the probe stylus in contact with the sample surface (Image is adopted 

from Bruker). B) Schematic representation of the scanning process. Maximum resolution of 

the device is limited to the finite dimensions of the probe tip (Image is adopted from 

DoITPoMS, University of Cambridge). 

Scanning process is done along a line defined by a user with an optimal speed of a sample 

holder (Figure 3.5b). This prevents the stylus from jumping at the sample non-uniformities. It is 

important to take into account the tip geometry and dimensions determining minimum feature 
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resolution. During the scanning process, the surface profile is mechanically transferred through the 

stylus to a magnetic core of a linearly variable differential transformer (LVDT). Small variations in 

the magnetic core position produces an analog signal that is converted into a voltage or a current. A 

controlling computer can then record the signal after digitization by an analog-to-digital converter.  

3.2.2 Vector network analyzer 

Development of antennas is always joined with a highest possible power transmission efficiency, this 

is especially important nowadays when mobile and portable devices cannot effort a large energy loss 

due to inefficient radio transmitting systems that are mainly relying on well-designed antennas. In 

order to gain information about efficiency of antennas it is common to use vector network analysis.  

The basic schematic of a vector network analyzer is presented on theFigure 3.6. It consist of a 

continuous wave generator that has a possibility to sweep frequency and a power level, and radio 

receivers. It allows also variation of a signal direction through one of two ports to which device under 

the test (DUT) is connected. The network analyzer sweeps the frequency of the wave generator. Then 

the signal analyses as an amplitude ratio and a phase shift of a reflected and transmitted signals 

through the DUT with respect to the incident test signal providing a complex impedance value 

relative to the reference impedance. These values are given as reflection and transmission 

coefficients i.e. S11, S12 which commonly represented in logarithmic unit-less scales. 

 

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of a network analyzer. (Image adopted from Keysight 

Technologies) 

In this work, S11 and S12 are main parameters that characterizes the rolled-up helical antenna. For 

probing of antenna parameters a CASCADE PM-8 probe station and Agilent E5071 vector network 

analyzer were used. This configuration allows characterization in the frequency range from 300 kHz 

up to 20 GHz. Electrical connection to antennas was realized via a GSG CASCADE Z-micro-probes. To 
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eliminate the coupling effect of the reactive near field of the antenna and the metallic parts of the 

probe station, all experiments are done on a 20 mm thick PTFE block. 

3.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy and focused ion beam milling 

An SEM is an essentially powerful tool for investigation of a micro object structure at sub micrometer 

scales down to several nanometers. SEM (Figure 3.7) uses electrons accelerated to high-energies and 

focused on the sample surface by electrostatic and electromagnetic lenses. High energy of electrons 

required for a small de Broglie wavelength of electrons in SEM systems to overcome diffraction limit 

that usually affects resolution of a standard optical microscopy. The electrostatic deflection system 

allows scanning of the focused electron beam over the surface of an object with a very high precision. 

After approaching the surface, energetic beam of electrons generate photons and a variety of back 

scattered electrons. Electrons could be scattered at the surface in an elastic and an inelastic way.[356] 

Inelastically scattered electrons dissipate their energy in the sample surface, some sample electrons 

could get enough dissipated energy to leave the sample as a secondary electrons (SE). Elastically 

scattered electrons change their propagation trajectory without a significant loss of energy, during 

their interaction with atoms of the surface, they could be reflected back generating so-called back 

scattered electrons (BSE). Intensity and amount of BSE depends on density of the material and weight 

of atoms enabling a chemical sensitivity. When BSE scatters before leaving the surface, they generate 

the so-called SE2 electrons. For the surface imaging, SE and BSE electrons commonly used. SE 

provides information about morphology and topography of the surface, whereas BSE has better 

contrast for multi-layered hetero-structures.  

 

Figure 3.7: Construction of a scanning electron microscope. (Image adopted from 

W. Kuo[357]) 

Imaging is done by focusing of an incident electron beam into a small (several nm`s) spot onto the 

sample surface and acquisition of scattered electrons or generated photons. Depending on the 

required magnification, electromagnetic coils or electrostatic system could deflect electrons to a 
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different defined angle performing horizontal and vertical scanning across the bigger or smaller area 

of interest. Each such exposure of the surface to the electron beam and acquisitions sequence 

represents a pixel of visualized information on a monitor. The sequential acquisition of the 

information from different positions on the surface gives a two dimensional image of the surface. If 

surface is not conductive it could charge and affect the image quality, to prevent this and make 

surface conducting, a thin layer of material with low electric resistivity can be applied on the sample. 

Sometimes, it is important to access the morphology of hidden under the surface structures. This is 

achieved with a help of the focused ion beam (FIB) milling process. FIB milling employs gallium ions 

due to the Ga low temperature melting point (around 30° Celsius) and its vapor pressure. Ga ions 

accelerated and focused in an ion gun system towards the surface of the sample milling and removing 

away atoms from the surface. Then an SEM is used for imaging of the processes region. This method 

was used for imaging samples with double layer lithographic stack after deposition of thick metal 

layers. 
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4 Platform for self-assembled structures 

This chapter describes development of novel polymeric materials that allow self-assembly of planar 

structures into three-dimensional geometries. The materials are optimized for use in regular 

semiconductor photolithographic processes such as spin coating, drying, exposure and development. 

During optimization, a special attention was paid towards adhesion between polymeric layers as well 

as adhesion to underlying support. During the work three different polymers were synthesized 

namely the sacrificial layer, the hydrogel layer and the rigid polyimide layer. The polyimide as a 

material was chosen for its outstanding performance enabling its widespread application in 

electronics and microelectronics. All of the developed materials could be applied on the area as high 

as 100x100 mm2 allowing fabrication of three-dimensional self-assembled structures in an array 

configuration, with a high yield of almost 100% and a great reproducibility. A direct photo-

patternability of the materials allow rapid optimization of device geometries due to skipping 

additional photoresist based steps. Following data is adapted from the earlier published 

works.[29,32,59,358–362]  

4.1 The sacrificial layer 

Several requirements were settled during the development of the sacrificial layer e.g. simple 

processing using conventional thin-film and photolithography techniques, patternability using 

standard 365–405 nm exposure sources, stability against high temperatures, inertness in common 
organic nonpolar, polar protic and aprotic solvents, as well as moderate bases and acids. These 

requirements was possible to achieve in a metal-organic framework based on an acrylic acid (AA) as 

a ligand coordinated to lanthanum (La) ions.  

Acrilic acid and hydrated LaCl3 were obtained from Alfa Aesar UK and used without further 

purification. Firstly, 10 g of AA was converted to an alkali metal salt using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

(Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany). For this 10 M/l of NaOH were dissolved in DI water and added to 

the AA until the solution reaches pH of 5.5. At this value more than 60% of the acid is presented in 

the ionized form (Figure 4.1a). The corresponding pH value (with an accuracy of ±0.01 pH) of the 

solution was measured using a pH meter CyberScan PC510 (Eutech Instruments Pte Ltd., Singapore). 

To this solution was added a predissolved LaCl37H2O in a proportion of COOH:La = 7:1 to acid group 

presented in the solution (Figure 4.1b) resulting in an amount of 7.36 g. The lanthanum was dissolved 

in 10 ml of DI water and pH was adjusted to 5.5 by NaOH, at which it presents mainly in ionic form.[349] 

Mixing of both solutions decreases pH from 5.5 to 5.0 indicating that ionized AA as well as not ionized 

AA participate in coordination with La3+ ions producing protons.[349,363] The solution was stirred for 

30 min using a magnetic stirrer. During this time pH was slowly increased to 10 by adding 
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NaOH (Figure 4.1c), where additional precaution was taken in the pH range from 9.5 to 10 due to the 

delayed reaction of the system,[349] it was found, that 5 min delay between droplets is sufficient to get 

system into equilibrium. At this pH lanthanum complex form a white precipitate, which was collected 

using a filter paper and a vacuum exicator. 

 

Figure 4.1: Synthesis steps for the sacrificial polymer material.  A) Addition of NaOH 

solution to the acrylic acid up to pH 5.5, the main part of the acid becomes ionized and is 

present in a salt form of Na+AA-. B) Solution is mixed with LaCl3, where the La complex with 

AA was formed. C) The La complex is precipitated from the solution at elevated pH levels. 

Then, the precipitate was washed with 500 ml of DI water adjusted with NaOH to pH 10 and finally 

washed with 200 ml of regular DI water. Acidity of the obtained slurry was tested using litmus test 

paper (DuoTest, Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Germany) and was around 6.8 demonstrating that 

there all non-reacted components were washed away. The collected material was dried on a hot plate 

at 35 °C for 12 h under nitrogen conditions with a final weight of 4.68 g. Further, the dried material 

was dissolved in AA at the concentration of 33% (wt/wt). At the end of preparation, the solution was 

photosensitized using 2% (wt/wt) of 2-Benzyl-2-(dimethylamino)-4-morpholinobutyrophenone 

and 4% (wt/wt) methyl diethanolamine (MDEA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany). 

4.2 The hydrogel layer 

The hydrogel polymeric layer was applied in the platform with a goal to generate mechanical strain 

and change the geometry of top lying layers. The hydrogel layer is reinforced by a rigid layer and thus 

should have a good adhesion to top and bottom layers made of polymers. Patterning of the layer 

could be made in a way as a regular photoresist by means of photolithography techniques. For the 
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preparation of the hydrogel layer was used poly(ethylene-alt-maleic anhydride) (PEMA) and 

N-(2-hydroxyethyl)methacrylate (HEMA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany). After hydrolisation of 

anhydride groups and their further esterification reaction of the PEMA and hydroxyl groups of the 

HEMA. Resulted grafted polymeric chain could swell in an alkali aqueous media due to carboxylic 

groups, which are responsive to a pH level of an environment. When the hydrogel polymer is 

reinforced with an another rigid polymer swelling will result in a differential strain and change in the 

geometry of the layer stack.[364–368] 

The hydrogel layer was prepared as follows, at first, 6 g of PEMA has been dissolved in the 50 ml of 

N,N-Dimethylacetamide (DMAc) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany) at 70 °C for 10 min. After cooling 

down, to the solution was added 5.66 g of HEMA and then everything was mixed thoroughly for 24 h 

at room temperature by magnetic stirrer to finish reaction with PEMA (Figure 4.2a). At the end the 

solution was photosensitized with 2% (wt/wt) of 2-Benzyl-2-(dimethylamino)-4-

morpholinobutyrophenone and additionally diluted in proportion 2 to 1 with DMAc. To remove 

undissolved material and contamination, solution was filtered through a 1 µm glass fiber syringe 

filter, applied on the surface of samples using a spin-coating equipment and placed on a hot plate for 

drying at 50 °C.  

 

Figure 4.2: Synthesis steps for stimuli responsive polymer material. A) Hydrolyzation of 

the anhydride group in the PEMA and esterification, resulting in the addition of 

methacrylic group to the polymer chain. B) By applying UV radiation in the presence of a 

photoinitianor a free-radical chain polymerization of the polymer is initiated. R group 

represents a HEMA monomer. 

After the drying, samples were exposed to a broadband UV source through a glass mask using a 

commercial mask aligning system. UV radiation generate radicals braking photoinitiator molecules 

and initiating free radical chain polymerization of acrylic groups in HEMA (Figure 4.2b). 
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Development is done in the diethylene glycol monoethyl ether (DEGMEE) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., 

Germany) by dissolution of non-exposed areas without affecting exposed (cross-linked) parts. 

Thickness of layers could be in the range from 1500 nm to 500 nm, when spin coated at speed from 

1000 rpm to 5000 rpm for 35 s, respectively. An annealing step is required at temperatures of more 

than 150 °C to significantly improve stability of the layers at further photolithographic steps. At these 

temperatures polymer undergoes a dehydration process with formation of anhydride functional 

groups further crosslinking and passivizing the polymer.[369]  

4.3 The polyimide layer 

Reinforcing rigid layer was specially synthesized to meet requirements including thermal, chemical 

and mechanical stability, good adhesion to the hydrogel layer and a direct UV patternability. A UV 

patternable polyimide system was chosen as it could satisfy all the requirements and could be 

applied from its polyamic acid precursor solution (Figure 4.3). The polymer was prepared by 

reaction of two monomers, containing amine and anhydride reactive groups, 4,4'-Methylenedianiline 

(MDA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany) and 3,3',4,4'-Benzophenonetetracarboxylic dianhydride 

(BPDA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany) respectively dissolved in DMAc. UV sensitivity and 

insolubility of exposed areas during developing process (Figure 4.3b) was achieved by modification 

of the polymer with photo-initiator 2-Benzyl-2-(dimethylamino)-4-morpholinobutyrophenone 

(Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany) added in a concentration of 4% (wt/wt) and a crosslinking agent 

Dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany) added in a 1:1 

ratio with number of carboxylic groups in the polyamic acid respectively. The polymerization of 

polyamic acid achieved as follows by mixing 12 g of BPDA in 6 ml of DMAc. Next, 19.65 g of the 

diamine MDA was dissolved in 6 ml of DMAc at 60 °C and added to the first suspension initially cooled 

down to 15 °C. Reaction of both components resulted in a viscous solution of polyamic acid. The 

solution was left in the mixer for 4 h under cooling conditions to complete the reaction. Achieved 

solution was additionally diluted with 300 ml of DMAc to achieve a desired viscosity and photo 

activated with 18.86 g of DMAEMA. DMAEMA forms an ionic bond between its tertiary amine group 

and a carboxylic acid in the polyamic acid solution (Figure 4.3b) taking approximately 6 h at room 

temperature until it uniformly distributed and completely reacted. Finally, 0.75 g of photoinitiator 

was added into the solution.  

The photosensitive polyamic acid solution was filtered through 1 um glass fibre filter to remove 

undissolved particles and then drop casted on the surface of glass substrates for a subsequent 

spin-coating with a speed in the range from 2000 to 5000 rpm for 35 s, producing at the end 

structures with a thickness of 2000 nm to 800 nm respectively. Then, predried at 50 °C, polymeric 

film was exposed to a broadband UV light through a chromium glass mask. Acrylic groups of 

DMAEMA undergo a free radical chain polymerization forming two linear chains of polyamic acid and 
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polymerized DMAEMA that are crosslinked through ionic bonds (Figure 4.3c). As a result, exposed 

areas are more stable during development in organic solvents. However, the exposed areas are still 

slowly dissolving in the developing solution and an appropriate justification of development timing 

is essential.  

 

Figure 4.3: Synthesis steps for the polyimide material. A) Reaction condensation between 

MDA and BPTDA monomers to form a polyamic acid. B) Polyamic acid in a simplified form 

with functional carboxylic acid groups and its modification with DMAEMA, as photoactive 

component. C) UV exposure of a photosensitive polyamide material and its cross-linked 

form after the free radical chain polymerization. 

Additionally, PI requires an additional attention due to its structure. Polymer contain a 

benzophenone (BP) derivative, which is also sensitive to UV radiation depending on groups 

connected to it.[370–372] Because in this work no UV filters was used, BP could also crosslink the 

polymer. BP, absorbing a photon, activates to its diradical state BP*. At this state BP* can abstract 

aliphatic hydrogen from the nearest group in its vicinity or recombine to the ground state. If 

hydrogen abstraction happens, two radicals are generated in the aliphatic group and BP. This 

reaction of BP is presented in the Figure 4.4a. Formed radicals can initiate a free radical chain 
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polymerization of acrylic groups or could be recombined with each other creating a covalent bond. 

As it was mentioned previously, this reaction can begin deep inside the polyimide material and on 

the interface with the hydrogel layer leading to the covalent attachment of this chain to the hydrogel 

layer.  

 

Figure 4.4: Different attachment mechanisms of the PI layer to the HG layer.  A) Photo-

induced radical reaction between benzophenone part of the polyamic acid and aliphatic 

groups. B) Imidisation of the polyamic acid. C) In presence of water after imidisation 

process, ester groups in DMAEMA and HEMA undergo a hydrolisation reaction with 

production of carboxylic acid and alcohol components. D) Transesterification reaction. 

Also, during imidisation process of the polyamic acid at high temperatures water is generated (Figure 

4.4b).During evaporation process, water could react with esters on the interface of two polymeric 

layers, in the DMAEMA and stimuli responsive material. In the water presence and high temperatures 

esters hydrolysis (Figure 4.4c) producing carboxylic acid and alcohol, this reaction is reversible until 

water presents in the material.[373,374] On the interface of two layers at elevated temperatures could 

appear transesterefication reaction[373] (Figure 4.4d) and as result will be introduced 

interpenetrating poly(metha acrylate) chains into both material, introducing additional bonding of 

one layer to another.  

Patterns of the polyamic acid layer was made with an overlap of the hydrogel layer to protect it from 

the polyamic acid developer. Developer for the polyamic acid was adjusted to achieve a high contrast 

of exposed areas to unexposed ones. Unexposed parts dissolve in the developer while exposed does 

not. The developer solution was composed of several solvents as follows: 4 part (v/v) 1-Ethyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NEP), 2 parts (v/v) of DEGMEE and 1 part (v/v) of ethyl alcohol. All of the solvents were 
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mixed together and the exposed sample was immersed in there for 1 min with a subsequent rinsing in 

propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA)(Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany). So achieved 

polyamic acid structures were imidized using initially a post bake at 90° C for 1 minute, removing 

excess of solvents in the film preventing formation of bubbles in the volume of the film at a hardback 

step. The imidization process is made on a hotplate under a nitrogen condition at 220 °C. for 10 min.  

4.4 The polyimide for bi-layer lift-off process  

A polyamic acid solution (Figure 4.5) composed of MDA and 3,3',4,4'-Pyromellitic dianhydride 

(PMDA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC., Germany), which are contain amine and anhydride reactive groups 

respectively, was reacted together to achieve a polymer for bottom layer in a bi-layer lift-off process. 

Synthesis is done as follows 1.09 g of PMDA was dispersed in 5 ml of DMAc. This dispersion was 

reacted with a 1 g solution of MDA in 5 ml of DMAc. The amine solution was rapidly poured into the 

PMDA dispersion and reacted for 6 h at 15°C in a mixer. The obtained solution was diluted with 5 ml 

of DMAc and 3 ml of NMP. Finally, the solution was filtered through 1 um filter. The achieved polymer 

has a good coatability and can be dissolved in an alkali-based developers. In a combination with a 

regular photoresist on top of this polymer a substantial undercut could be achieved, which is of a big 

advantage for a lift off process. 

 

Figure 4.5: Synthesis steps of bottom resist for the bi-layer photolithographic process. 

Reaction condensation between MDA and PMDA monomers with polyamic acid, as their 

product. 

4.5 The frame solution 

The so called “frame solution” was used as a part of an encapsulation process and based on a 
photosensitive material that can be temporally applied on the surface of a sample via a direct laser 

exposure to form a frame around the device that should be encapsulated. Then, in the surrounded 

volume was applied an encapsulation solution, which is then cross-linked. Finally the frame solution 
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can be hydrolyzed and dissolved in an alkali solution leaving a well-defined encapsulated device. To 

prepare the frame solution, acrilyc acid, thriethylamine (TEA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC.) and poly 

acrylic acid (PAA) (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC.) with molecular weight of 450000 were used. First, 0.1 g 

of PAA was dissolved in 10 g of AA. Then solution was modified with the equivalent molecular 

amount of TEA (14.04 g to AA), which was added drop-wise during the stirring process under a water 

cooling condition until the product stops fuming. This process, in a presence of common tertiary 

amine, links acrylic acid to PAA through hydrogen bonding of two carboxylic acids in AA and PAA 

resulting in a moderately stabilized dimer of carboxylic acid salt (Figure 4.6).[375] Because reaction 

occurs in the excess of AA dimers are also formed between acid monomers, as a result a highly 

viscous solution was obtained.   

NR'3

H O

O

R

H

O

O

R

 

Figure 4.6: Dimer of carboxylic acids in the presence of tertiary amine.  Where R is AA or 

PAA and NR’
3 is TEA. (Image was adopted from [375]) 

Then, this pre-polymer was diluted to a desired value with 30 g of AA and photosensitized by 5% 

(wt/wt) of 1-Hydroxycyclohexyl phenyl ketone (Alfa Aesar). This solution is sensitive to the laser 

with the wavelength of 365 nm (Coherent Inc., USA) and is liquid before exposure. In a liquid state 

the solution is applied on the surface of the sample reaching a sufficient thickness of the layer. The 

material was exposed in defined places with a help of computer controlled X-Y motorized stage and 

the laser system. Then the surface of the sample was cleaned with acetone to remove liquid “frame solution” from the surface.  
4.6 The encapsulation solution 

Encapsulation of the antenna is the vital step in the fabrication process, which serves as a boundary 

between antenna and biological environment, and as a dielectric media, that affects the performance 

of the antenna itself. As a result, it must fulfil many requirements. For bio-applications, material 

needs to be nontoxic, non-irritating to tissues, being inert to biological fluids and do not decompose 

in highly aggressive environment for a long period of time. At the same time, antenna applications 

require usage of high dielectric constant materials to reduce an overall antenna size.  

In the encapsulation process UV-curable monomers and polymers in a liquid form were used 

containing diacrylate functional groups. Liquid form of the material is required to reduce the load on 

antenna during the encapsulation process. These materials are also known for their bio-compatible 

properties, has small volumetric shrinkage during polymerization, good mechanical characteristics 

and low water absorption: 1,6-hexandiol diacrylate (HDODA)[376–378], bisphenol A-glycerolate (1 
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glycerol/phenol) diacrylate (bis-GA)[379–381] and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) MW=250 

and 700[376,378] and AA, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich LLC and used without further 

purification. 

Due to the high viscosity of bis-GA 9 g of the monomer was mixed in the following proportion with 6 g of HDODA, 9 g of PEGDA (MW=250), 4.5 g of PEGDA (MW=700) to decrease its viscosity and 
improve flow-ability in order to fill internal volume of antenna with a help of capillary forces. For a 

better adhesion of the encapsulation material to the glass, 2 g of AA and 0.5 g 3-(trimethoxysilyl) 

propyl methacrylate (Polysciences Europe GmbH, Eppelheim, Germany) were added to the solution. 

Then the solution was photo activated with 2% (wt/wt) 2-benzyl-2-(dimethylamino)-4-

morpholinobutyrophenone. All components were thoroughly mixed until a complete dissolution.  To increase dielectric constant of the polymer, 0.5 g of Barium Titanate (BaTiO3) (Sigma-Aldrich LLC) was added into 2 g of the prepared solution.  

Before mixing with the solution, BaTiO3 powder was silanated to enhance the bonding strength 

between the inorganic filler and organic binder, and as result also improving mechanical properties 

of the structure. BaTiO3 powder was sonicated with 1% (wt/wt) 3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate in acetone for 1 h achieving a layer of the silane on the surface of particles. The dispersion was washed with acetone and left in a Petri dish for 30 min under nitrogen conditions to 
evaporate the remaining acetone. The process was followed by dehydration at 120 °C on a hot plate, 
to accomplish silanation and form covalent bonding of the silane and an oxide material. Then both 

powder and the solution were homogeneously mixed. After that, internal area of the frame was filled 

with the suspension and the sample was exposed with a lamp having a 450 nm wavelength.  
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5 Results and Discussions 

Development of complex systems that integrate various interdisciplinary parts often associated with 

difficulties of bridging among single components. Similarly, development of a novel platform that 

allows a high yield and efficient fabrication of self-assembled micro scale antennas for in vivo implant 

applications embrace high frequency electro dynamical, chemical, thin-film mechanical, 

electromagnetic safety and biocompatibility aspects. In the thesis, the bridging among different sides 

of the platform was performed experimentally, strongly involving finite element methods (FEM) of a 

universal platform from ANSYS Inc. to model mechanical behaviour. Results of FEM electromagnetic 

and mechanical modelling for novel antenna design and its mechanical self-assembly processes were 

compared with experimentally fabricated structures. Mechanical behaviour of polymeric rolled-up 

platform presented in the subchapter 5.1 while the simulated and measured electrical characteristics 

of antennas are shown in subchapters 5.2 – 5.3 with respective comparison. Behaviour of achieved 

helical antenna in vicinity and inside a human body model was also simulated and safety conditions 

were defined to comply with the accepted international recommendations. The discussion and 

figures in this chapter are adopted from publication NPG Asia Materials 2015 

(DOI: 10.1038/am.2015.53), titled “Compact helical antenna for smart implant applications”.[359] 

5.1 Modelling of the compact helical antenna 

Simulation and fabrication of high frequency antennas, especially compact size antennas, can be 

effectively managed if a correct model is proposed. An adequate modelling of radio frequency 

components is required and was done with help of an FEM software packet. A precise understanding 

of electromagnetic behaviour of components, the possible distribution of electromagnetic fields in 

the near environment (so called near field) and conditions that lead to the long-range emission of the 

electromagnetic energy should be recognised and implemented in the model. Thereby, a correct 

comparison between real radiofrequency measurements and a model can be done only when a 

surrounding environment is considered, which became especially critical when operation 

frequencies approaching values of wavelength with a characteristic scale comparable to surrounding 

objects. Particularly, details of a characterization environment i.e. a probe station should be 

considered. However, the components itself, especially a self-assembled structure may have a 

distribution in its geometrical parameters such as diameter, length, offset due to the miss assembly, 

variation in thicknesses of layers from process to process etc. These details should be analysed to 

understand the overall electromagnetic performance and stability of antennas as well as an efficiency 

of the fabrication process. These details addressed in the following discussions. 
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5.1.1 Definition of parameters and 3D geometry of an electromagnetic environment 

To minimise geometrical mismatch between experiment and simulation, a 3D environment was 

reproduced in the model closely replicating the real environment (Figure 5.1a) and the exact 

geometry of components was considered in the experimental setup. Critical parameters include 

dimensions of antennas, their separations, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) blocks located on metal 

chuck of a probe station, parts of microwave probe manipulators with probes itself reproducing geometry of “|Z|-probes” and EPS200RF measurement station based on the PM-8 probe system 

(Cascade and Microtech, Inc., Thiendorf, Germany) as well as the front lens of microscope and a light 

source (Figure 5.1b). To improve speed of S11 parameter simulation during parametric sweeps the 

model then gradually simplified to the level where it could still satisfy geometrical compatibility. 

Considering possible resonances around 2.45 GHz all objects at the distance of 125 mm from 

antennas were left in the model as it is shown on Figure 5.1b. Excitation in the model was performed 

through a lumped port with an impedance of 50 Ohm corresponding to real situation using the 

|Z|-probe.  

 

Figure 5.1: Model for high frequency simulation.  A) Experimental setup dedicated to 

electrical characterization of self-assembled helical antennas. B) Model of the experimental 

setup for simulation of S12 parameters.  

5.1.2 Helical antenna layout and optimization of geometrical parameters  

To build up a helical antenna using the rolled-up technology a planar layout was considered (Figure 

5.2a). This layout is technologically simple requiring only one photolithographic step forming 

metallic conductors on top of an initially planar polymeric stack (Figure 5.2b). When antenna 

assembled, diagonal conductors form a helical structure between windings of the rolled structure 

(Figure 5.2c), providing a starting point for optimization of electromagnetic characteristics with 

respect to geometric parameters. The final step of the process is an encapsulation of antenna 
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handling two functions (Figure 5.2d), adjusting the dielectric constant of the antenna environment 

to effectively reduce resonance frequency and protection from mechanical impacts. As it was 

discussed in the chapter 2, a biological surrounding will reduce the effective resonance frequency to 

almost half of its initial value (Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2). Therefore, an antenna initially operating at 

5.8 GHz in air should have desired 2.4 GHz resonance frequency in a biological environment that 

works as an additional dielectric environment. Keeping in mind this important detail the 

development of the compact helical antenna is focused on the final 5.8 GHz resonance frequency. Still 

higher frequencies (up to approximately 8 GHz) are allowed for the not encapsulated helical antenna 

as the resonance could be adjusted towards lower frequencies using high-k dielectric materials[235] 

e.g. BaStTiO3[382], TiO2[383].   

 

Figure 5.2: Fabrication process of self-assembled helical antennas. A) Functional polymeric 

layers are applied and patterned on the substrate. B) The desired conductor pattern after the 

lift-off process. C) Self-assembling process of the antenna during selective etching of the SL. 

D) Free standing rolled-up helical antenna and an encapsulated version. 

The 2D layout shown in Figure 5.3a was considered and transformed into a Swiss roll-shaped tubular 

architecture (Figure 5.3b). An initial layout of the antenna consists of a 2 μm thick and 100 μm wide 
conducting wires. Vertical separation between windings is fixed to 2 μm, which is the typical 
thickness of the polymeric layers. The structure is prepared on a 1 mm thick glass substrate. All the 

geometrical parameters in the simulation are identical to those achieved in experiments except the 

thickness of the wire, which was defined as 100 nm for experiments and 2 μm for simulations to 

reduce load on the processing unit of FEM during meshing of geometries.  

D C 
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http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig1
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Figure 5.3: Model of the compact helical antenna. By tuning geometric parameters of the 

two-dimensional layout (a), helical antennas of different geometries can be achieved (b). 

(Image is adopted from [359]) 

To account for the difference in thicknesses, the conductivity of the simulated 2-μm thick metal layer 
was scaled down matching the conductivity of the experimental 100-nm thick Cu wire. With this 

adjustment, the total conductance of the antenna wire remains the same (Figure 5.4a), though, this 

approach is artificial, but allows the complete physical picture of the transmission properties of the 

antenna to be correctly captured without differences for the investigated frequency and only very 

small variation near 20 GHz could be observed (Figure 5.4b).  

 

Figure 5.4: Resonance frequency as a function of the wire thickness respect to its 

conductivity. The conductivity is taken to be inversely proportional to the stripe thickness 

(A, black curve) to assure that the conductance corresponds to the 100 nm thick Cu wire. As 

the conductance is not changed with this adjustment, the resonance frequency remains 

unchanged (B). (Image is adopted from [359]) 

Impact of geometric parameters (Figure 5.3a), namely the inner diameter Ø, the angle α and the stripe 
length L on the return loss of the antenna (S11 parameter) was investigated. The latter determines 

the efficiency of an antenna and is typically expressed in dB (10 log [Pincident/Preflected]). In this respect, antennas with S11 < −10 dB are classified as well transmitting antennas. 

When the operation frequency f, and the inner diameter Ø, of the antenna are fixed (as if only planar 

layout would be adjusted) the final length of the antenna could be determined through a parametric 

optimization of the angle α and the stripe length L using the S11 parameter (Figure 5.5a). The shaded 

region in the figure indicates the parameter space, where the length of helical antennas is smaller than 5.5 mm (the length of the smallest encapsulated ceramic antenna operating at 2.4 GHz). The 
optimization procedure considered successful whenever antennas in this region achieve S11 better than 
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−10 dB. The optimal antenna layout and length then could be determined from the dashed curve in the 

parametric space (L, α). For example, a set of antennas without an encapsulation, Ø=160 μm and 
resonant frequency of f=7.2 GHz was simulated, and the result for (L, α) parameter space is illustrated 

on the Figure 5.5a. The resonance frequency of 7.2 GHz in free space is chosen for purpose that after an 
encapsulation of the antenna into a polymeric composite matrix with an appropriate permittivity, its 

resonance frequency should be reduced to ~5.8 GHz. It could be seen from the figure that the region of interest is located between 15 mm < L < 16 mm and 8° < α < 11° and satisfies the resonance condition (S11<−10 dB). From this simulation it could be concluded that the stripe length of L=15.5 mm should 
have an optimal value and is used for further investigations.  

 

Figure 5.5: Parametric simulation of compact helical antenna characteristics.  Optimization of the 

antenna performance was performed by monitoring the effect of the relevant geometrical 

parameters, i.e., the stripe length (i), diameter (j) and opening angle (k), on the return loss of the 

antenna -the S11 parameter. (Image is adopted from [359])  

Interestingly, changes in inner diameter, Ø, only moderately affects the performance of the helical 

antenna (Figure 5.5b). The antenna has two resonant peaks in frequency range up to 20 GHz, while the main peak of the interest is positioned at ~7 GHz, and the second peak is observed at higher 

frequencies. Both resonant peaks reveal shifts toward larger frequencies when the diameter 

decreases. The shift of the main peak is rather small, which can be understood as follows: antennas 

of smaller diameter exhibit lower inductance. However, as the simulations are performed for the 

constant stripe length L, lowering of the diameter is accompanied by an increase in the number of 

windings in the structure. For instance, for the 5.5-mm long antenna with L=15.5 mm and intra 
winding spacing of 2 μm the number of windings in the helix may vary from 45 to 11 when the diameter is adjusted from 20 to 400 μm respectively (Figure 5.6a). If consider the helical antenna as 

a solenoid, these two effects lead to increase in inductance 80 times for bigger diameters of the 

structure. However, magnetic fluxes in two arms of helical antenna propagate in opposite directions, 

which is reflected in only a slight change of the resonant peak position (Figure 5.5b). Furthermore, 

we observe reduction in efficiency of the antenna with smaller diameter, which is mainly happening 

due to the onset of electromagnetic interaction among wires in neighboring windings when the 

period of the helix became comparable to the width of the wire. As will be discussed further, in this 

case, the strength of the emanated magnetic field outside the antenna is lowered, resulting in a 

reduced emission of the signal. 
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Figure 5.6: Number of windings versus tube diameter. When the stripe length L, spacing 

between windings and the final length of the helical antenna are fixed, the number of 

windings of the helix depends only on the inner diameter of the tube. For this calculation, 

were chosen L = 15.5 mm and inter-winding spacing of 2 µm. (Image is adopted from [359]) 

Figure 5.5c summarizes return loss of helical antennas as a function of frequency f and angle α. The 
other two geometrical parameters are kept constant at L=15.5 mm and Ø=160 μm. For α>8°, the 
antenna exhibits two resonant peaks. Positions of the two peaks depend on the angle α with a tendency 
to shift towards the lower frequency range with an increasing angle. Remarkably, a return loss of the antenna of up to −15 dB is achieved for 10°<α<30°, indicating that the helical antenna can efficiently emit the signal. Interestingly, for α<2.5°, there are no resonant peaks observed (Figure 5.5c). At small 

angles, the self-assembly process results in the formation of rather short antennas with laterally 

overlapping wires between neighboring windings (the pitch of the helix is smaller than the wire width). For the limiting case, α=0, two coils are formed instead of helices (Figure 5.7a).  

 

Figure 5.7: Distribution of the intensity of the magnetic field.  A) When the opening angle is 

α = 0°, two coils are realized, instead of helixes as shown in the Figure 5.3 of the main text. 

Such coils are not beneficial to enhance the performance of the rolled-up helical antenna and 

operate as a capacitor. The spatial distribution of the intensity of the emanated magnetic 

field outside the antenna is presented for the case of (B) a small and (C) larger opening angle 

α. (Image is adopted from [359])  

Accounting for the opposite direction of propagating currents in both helices, the emanating 

magnetic fields will compensate each other. In this case, the mutual inductance cancels the 

self-inductance, and the antenna acts as a capacitor without transmitting the signal. The strength of 

the magnetic field outside the antenna is shown in Figure 5.7b and h for α=2.5° and 10°, respectively. 
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The comparison reveals that a strong magnetic field (Figure 5.7c) and a good antenna performance 

(Figure 5.5c) can be achieved when the period of the helix is larger than the wire width. The 

performed simulations indicate that the optimal performance with S11 ~−15 dB is expected for a normal mode helical antenna with a total length of 5.5 mm when the 2D layout is formed with α=10° and L=15.5 mm. The realized helical antenna with an inner diameter of ~160 μm possesses a 
resonant frequency of ~7.2 GHz in free space (Figure 5.3b antenna #2). 

The mechanical and electrical performance of helical antennas can be improved by an encapsulation 

in a polymeric matrix with a defined dielectric constant. The simulated return loss, the S11 parameter, 

for the chosen set of geometrical parameters of encapsulated antennas is shown on Figure 5.8 as a function of the frequency and permittivity, ε, of an encapsulation material. Here, the polymeric matrix 
effectively reduces antenna dimensions in comparison to the case of a free-space operating antenna at the resonance of 7.2 GHz. The encapsulation results in the monotonous decrease of the resonant frequency with a clear trend toward saturation at 5.6 GHz, which is already achieved for ε=10. A 
further increase in permittivity of the encapsulating material does not affect too much location of the 

main resonant peak. From simulation it could be seen that the main resonance at 5.8 GHz could be 

achieved with dielectric constant around 4. Results from the simulation were used as input 

parameters for an experimental realization of the optimal antenna design.  

  

Figure 5.8: Influence of dielectric material on the resonance frequency.  The simulated 

return loss of the antenna as a function of the frequency and the permittivity, ε, of the 
encapsulating material. For the simulation dielectric constants approximated from 

experimental results were used in the paragraph 5.2.8. (Image is adopted from [359]) 

5.1.3 Targeting in-vivo implant applications 

Interesting directions in implantology are tooth and skin implant due to their simple integration 

possibilities and not deep location in the body. These applications require antenna to be in a human 

body surrounded by the tooth, bone and other tissues exhibiting complex losses. The lossy media 

affects characteristics of antenna compared to those operating in air. This important aspect was 

addressed in current section.  
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Extensive simulations of helical antenna characteristics were performed for the relevant cases. For 

these simulations, a simplified model of a human head was constructed with average dimensions of an 

adult person 19x11x24 cm3 (Figure 5.9a) including teeth, bones, tongue, brain, and skin having relevant 

physical parameters assigned to each component of the model (Table 3). The model included a normal mode helical antenna with an inner diameter of 350 μm encapsulated in a polymeric matrix resonating at frequency of 5.8 GHz in free space (Figure 5.9b). Embedded into a tooth, this antenna experiences a resonant frequency shift down to 2.45 GHz (Figure 5.9b). The strong resonance shift could be attributed 

to a bulky dielectric media surrounding the antenna, which consists of lossy biological tissues having 

high permittivity constants. The local environment around the antenna strongly affects its radiation 

characteristics, to show this, a series of simulations with the antenna implant was performed that was 

located under the skin and between the skin and a skull. Here, the standard three-layer model of a head 

was used. The discussion above remains qualitatively valid; however, there are quantitative differences observed, including a shift of the working frequency of the antenna even further to ~2.2 GHz, which 
happens due to the higher permittivity of the skin and is also accompanied by an improvement of the 

S11 parameter (Figure 5.9b). 

Table 3. Dielectric parameters for the human head model 

Tissue Permittivity Conductivity (S/m) Loss tangent Density (kg/m3) 
Bulk skin 31 1.000 0.211 1080 

Skull 14 0.465 0.26 1180 
Muscle 53 1.760 0.25 1080 

Brain 49 1.773 0.271 1000 
Cerebellum 45 2.069 0.345 1000 

This lowering of the operating frequency of the antenna to 2.45 GHz conveys strong advantages, namely (i) the 2.45 GHz frequency also belongs to the ISM radio band and hence appropriate for 
implant applications, and (ii) the absorption of electromagnetic waves in a human body is substantially reduced at 2.45 GHz compared with 5.8 GHz; thus, a lower transmitter power can be potentially used. Furthermore, when targeting the operation frequency of 5.8 GHz and under skin 
application in the human body, the length of the normal mode helical antenna can be reduced even further from 5.5 mm to ~2.5 mm. 
The spatial distribution of electric field of the antenna is shown in Figure 5.9c. These data can be 

replotted as a radiation pattern (Figure 5.9d), indicating that the antenna radiates efficiently outside 

the body in the direction of the receiver with a gain of −46 dBi from the implantation depth of 33 mm. 

Using material parameters from the Table 3 and the equation for the attenuation constant from the 

paragraph 2.2.2 will be possible to find absorption loss of the material 𝐿𝐴(𝑑𝐵) = 20log10𝑒𝛼d 

equivalent to 8.6 dB. This gives approximated gain of the implanted helical antenna in the bulk skin 

as -37.4 dBi. Interestingly, the gain of the antenna in the direction towards the body is −65 dBi only, 

indicating strong attenuation of the signal, most likely due to absorption while the electromagnetic 

wave is travelling in the inhomogeneous lossy biological media of bones, skin and so on.  
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Figure 5.9: Targeting in vivo applications. A) The human head model used for the 

simulations. The inset shows a close view of the helical antenna embedded into a tooth. Part 

of the model was removed for the good view. B) The frequency dependence of the S11 

parameter for the helical antenna (diameter: 350 μm; encapsulated in a polymeric matrix) 
used as a tooth implant or implanted under the skin. The resonant frequency is shifted down 

to 2.45 GHz for the tooth implant. C) The spatial distribution of the electric field of the 
antenna. D) The radiation pattern of the antenna (gain of the implanted antenna is plotted). 

The calculation was performed at 2.45 GHz. View from of the head. The blue line marks the 

minimum acceptable gain outside the human body. E) Simulated free space path loss of the 

signal transmitted by the antenna to the receiver as a function of the distance between 

transmitter and receiver. A dipole antenna is used as a receiver. F) Orthogonal cuts through 

the center of the helical antenna, revealing the spatial distribution of the specific absorption 

ratio calculated with respect to 10 g of body tissue. The transmitting power of the helical 
antenna is 25 μW. The calculation was performed at 2.45 GHz. (Image is adopted from [359]) 

The general trend of the signal attenuation for the near field with the increase of the distance between 

the helical antenna (transmitter) and dipolar antenna (receiver) is presented on the Figure 5.9e. The 

minimum gain of the antenna - 𝐺𝑟𝑥  can be derived from the Friis transmission equation: 

Prx(dB) = Ptx + Gtx + Grx + 20log10(/4D). Relying on the gain - Grx = 2.15 dBi of an external dipole antenna, 

the implanted transmitter power – Ptx = -16 dBm and accounting for a standard receiver minimum 

detectable power - Prx = -110 dBm typical for mobile applications and desired transmission distance - 

D = 2 m. A minimal gain – Gtx of the implanted antenna could be considered as -50 dBi (Figure 5.9d, 

marked as the blue line). At the same time this gives a very wide angle near 195° at which signal could 

be successfully transmitted, which mean maximum possible coverage for any possible daily 

movement of a person. The simulated normal mode helical antenna with a volume of 

<5.5×0.5×0.5 mm3 could be considered as suitable for a short-range communication, as needed for 
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smart implant applications, for example, communication with a smartphone, nowadays available near 

a user for a complete day. The achieved short-range operation represents the classical trade-off 

between the miniaturization of the antenna and its transmitting potential. For instance, a folded 

antenna with a ten times larger volume of 17.7 × 1.0 mm3 can be used for communication at a distance of up to 20 m[293]. As the helical antenna is designed for wireless implantable systems, it is 

imperative to consider the SAR for electromagnetic waves propagating in lossy biological tissues. SAR 

studies are performed for the antenna used as a tooth implant (Figure 5.9f). For these simulations, 

was assumed a transmitter power of 25 μW[293]. The simulations show that the SAR calculated with respect to 10 g of body tissue does not exceed 2 mW kg−1, which is well within the limits of 2 W kg−1 

imposed by the IEEE standard for safety levels with respect to human exposure to radio frequency 

electromagnetic Fields.[70] 

The realized normal mode helical antenna is designed to be impedance matched to 50 Ω without 
relying on any external active or passive components. Therefore, the total footprint of the antenna of less than 5.5 × 0.5 mm2 corresponds to the size of the complete antenna element. With these 

geometrical parameters, this device is the smallest reported antenna that works at 5.8 GHz in air and is impedance matched to 50 Ω, which is the most common impedance for microelectronic devices. To 
address the issue of compatibility with higher ohmic devices, additional simulation for the antenna 

performance were made when port impedance matched to 50, 75, 90 and 125 Ω (Figure 5.10).  

 

Figure 5.10: The S11 parameter of the helical antenna for different impedances. Data for 

the encapsulated helical antenna with the inner diameter of 350 µm embedded in a tooth of 

the complete model of a human head. The port impedances were set to accepted standard 

values of 50, 75, 90 and 125 Ohm. (Image is adopted from [359]) 

As it could be seen on the Figure 5.10, without changes of dimensions or geometry, the antenna appears 

to be matched to all these standard impedances, as it exhibits an S11 parameter better than −10 dB at 
resonant frequency. This possibility of being matched to these most standard impedances is of great 

advantage, as the same antenna can be used with different electronics without adjustments. 
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5.1.4 Self-assembly of helical antennas from the planar state 

Self-assembly of a planar thin-film into a helical 3D geometry is a complex mechanical process that 

requires a precise control of the initial mechanical parameters and layouts of planar films. To 

determine the behavior of thin-films under various conditions having different layouts, a mechanical 

model of a multilayer thin-film structure was realized in the ANSYS Mechanics FEM software package 

(Figure 5.11) closely replicating a real experimental sample (Figure 2.8c).  

 

Figure 5.11: Typical failure modes in the self-assembly process for structures having big 

aspect ratios. Here etching edge propagates from one (A) and three sides (B). 

Volumetric changes and the associated mechanical stress were simulated in the software package by 

thermal excitation of a suspended trilayer structure providing an appropriate stress configuration 

and the possibility to easily control different deformation scenarios occurring in real experimental 

structures. The coefficient of thermal expansion for both layers was defined as 10 · 10-3 K-1 and the 

initial temperature was set to 0 °C, where the layers system is present without stress. The top layer 

was cooled to -20 °C in the model, to account for the residual stress equivalent to 45 MPa that occurs 

after the PI imidization process generating lateral contractive forces in this layer.[384] Another thin 

layer with zero thermal conductivity was introduced between PI and HG layers to thermally isolate 

them. The other physical parameters of this isolation layer were taken as for PI. Etching of the SL was 

simulated by a front of heat propagating along one or several directions leading to an actuation of 

the planar layout. Two examples of such actuations, simulating an etching process from one and three 

sides are shown in Figure 5.11a,b, respectively. In both cases 30°C and -20°C were applied at HG and 

polyimide layers, respectively, resulting in an assembly from edges and subsequent collapse of the 

structure. For the same aspect ratio, another simulation was done with additional structural 

modifications. The PI layer temperature was kept constant, while the HG layer was heated-up. A 

stabilization of rolling process was achieved with a block element introduced in the model at the front 

side and frictionless supports on left and right sides of the structure (Figure 5.12a). With one axis of 
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freedom in such a configuration, the solution results in a successfully assembled tubular 3D geometry. 

Figure 5.12b demonstrates geometries achieved by different thermal excitations applied at the HG 

layer, which could be realized in the real experiment by swelling of the HG in different solutions having 

various pH levels. In real experiments, such a stabilizing element needs to be introduced in the design 

of the planar structure. 

 

Figure 5.12: FEM model for the investigation of the self-assembling behaviour.  

A) Simplified model with an additional stabilazing element, which provides a stabilized 

way of a tubular structure assembly. B) Self-assembled tubular structures with applied 

different exitations to the HG layer. 

Stoychev in his work experimentally investigated the rolling behaviour from the planar state into 

tubular structures depending on the aspect ratio between Length (L) and Width (W) of the planar 

structure, in relation to the final Circumference (C) of the rolled-up nanomembrane.[385] In his work 

conclusions were made that rolling would occur only in that direction where the rolling length is 

bigger than C. Additionally, if (L  W) >> C rolling will appear from all directions, if (L or W) << C 

rolling will appear on the longest side and in the case when (L>>W) and (W  C) rolling will dominate 

along the shortest side. In that work, tubular assemblies were obtained with a good yield in the range 

of aspect ratios of 4 and higher, keeping W  50 µm. In the given case, the assembly was done along 

the shortest side with an aspect ratio of 3:1 between HG and inert layer with a final tube diameter of 

20 um. In the case, when the ratio between HG and inert layer was 1:1 a diagonal rolling was achieved 

giving tubes with 90 µm in diameter for 100  W  500 µm. When values of L and W were significantly 

bigger than C, very defective rolling or rolling from all side occurs with no tube formation.  

To overcome the rolling problem from left and right sides, conditions with different ratios L and W to 

C and with one side of the tube being connected to the substrate have been reproduced in the 

simulation. The results are presented in Figure 5.13a. When L or W is smaller than C, the tube has no 

rolling problems, but became unstable for both L and W equivalent to C or greater. To achieve a correct 

rolling process, one needs to artificially limit the aspect ratio of the planar structure locally. This could 

be achieved via specially designed structural elements (Figure 5.13b) introduced at sides of the 
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polyimide layer linking it to the substrate. The strong advantage of the side linking is a control of an 

assembly direction. The direction is defined by cut-off orientation of linkers, this could be however a 

bottle neck in overall self-assembly process leading to rolling defects and structural damages. To reveal 

possible problems additional simulations were performed.  

 

Figure 5.13: FEM model for the investigation of crack propagation behaviour.  A) Models 

with different aspect ratios of L and W with respect to C. B) Planar structure with 

restricting elements for an artificial minimisation of the aspect ratio. C) Explicit model for 

investigation of crack formation and propagation over the linker. For simulations single 

(D) and double (E) PI layer configurations were used. 

Investigation of crack formation and propagation through the linker structure was performed in an 

explicit simulation model. The geometry of the model was strongly simplified to perform simulations 

in a realistic time frame. However, in the single linker was introduced narrow element with the high-

density mesh to minimise error during the calculation step at the area where the crack formation and 

propagation is expected (Figure 5.13c). In the simulation, linkers of two types were modelled having 

single (Figure 5.13d) and double (Figure 5.13e) layer polyimide layouts.  

Figure 5.14a,b represents time frames when the crack begins to propagate through the linker. As it 

could be seen, the stress generated in the entire structure is significantly stronger in the single layer 

case (Figure 5.14a) in comparison to the two layer case (Figure 5.14b). The stress may affect the 
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assembly process as it leads to the deformation of the polymeric structure in the tube, eventually 

exceeding the yield strength of the materials involved. For the Figure 5.14a this moment has already 

happened and plastic deformation was introduced deeply into the layer, while for the case 

demonstrated on Figure 5.14b plastic deformation occurs only very close to the linker area. The crack 

forms at these highly stressed areas. For the single layer polyimide case, the crack propagates inside 

the structure in the direction equivalent to ½ of the bridge entrance angle (Figure 5.14c). For the 

case when the length of the bridging element is longer, crack propagation inside the structure will 

have an even stronger character, until the structure fails completely. However, the double layer case 

effectively prevents penetration of the crack inside the structure (Figure 5.14b) independently on 

the bridge length resulting in a perfect cut exactly along the structure’s edge. Real structures, 

however, exhibit misalignments and could contain non-ideal linker binding cites (Figure 5.15a,b), 

these non-idealities were also modeled (Figure 5.15c,d). 

 

Figure 5.14: Comparative results between single and double layer structures. A and B) 

Timeframes taken exatly at the crack formation event (Back view). Crack propagation in 

the single layer (C) and the double layer (D) structures. 

Figure 5.15c,d presents two frames just before the crack appearance and during its propagation, 

respectively. The crack forms and propagates from the entrance of the corner in the thin layer reaching 

the thick layer and continues its propagation along the edge until the end of the structure. This 
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simulation model reveals absolutely the same behavior as the respective experiment (Figure 5.15b,d). 

In some cases, cracks could propagate back to the outer edge like in a single layer structure (compare 

Figure 5.15a and Figure 5.14b) or could appear on the opposite side of the bridge. A secondary stress 

maximum occurs at the transition side between the SL and the substrate (Figure 5.15c). It is clear from 

the simulation that at this point an additional crack formation is may appear, when PI is thin. Shape and 

thickness of linker elements could be tuned to sustain stresses generated in the polyimide layer keeping 

the overall structure in the initial planar shape during the SL etching process and gradually realize the 

structure during the self-assembling process. An optimal thickness ratio of 1:2 between the bridging 

layer and the second PI layer was found experimentally.  

 

Figure 5.15: Linker braking behaviour in real experiments and simulations.  A) Photo of 

linkers on the substrate after self-assembling process. White arrows pointing out 

similarityes between simulaton and experiment in the shape of broken linkers. B) Area 

with a potential back crack formation. Crack propagation along the edge of the 

missalligned structure. White doted line marks the end of the bridge. 
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5.2 Experimental realization of compact helical antenna  

Simulated and optimized antenna geometry was reproduced experimentally confirming mechanical 

and electrical characteristics of micro scale helical antennas. Fabrication steps of normal mode 

helical antennas are shown schematically on Figure 5.2. This process includes basic steps and 

additional intermediate steps e.g. substrate cleaning and adhesion improvement, fabrication of the 

SL and a mechanically active bilayer of HG and polyimide, photo lithographic definition of metallic 

electrodes of an antenna, and the final self-assembly of the planar geometry into a helical antenna. 

Then, antennas were encapsulated in a high-k dielectric material, reducing operational frequency. 

Afterwards, application as a tooth implant was demonstrated as well as injection into a polymeric 

matrix was performed simulating skin implantation in a close to biological environment. High yield 

fabrication and low spreading of antenna parameters pave the way for the cost-efficient fabrication 

and future commercialization of such implants realizing arrays of compact self-assembled antenna 

elements in a single process.  

5.2.1 Substrate cleaning  

Quadratic glass substrates with dimensions of 100x100 mm2 and thickness of 1 mm (D263T eco 

glass, SCHOTT AG, Mainz, Germany) used in this work. Organic or inorganic contaminants, presented 

in a form of dust or film, were removed from the substrate surface by appropriate chemical and 

mechanical washing. First, all substrates were sonicated in an ultrasonic bath USC 1200 THD (VWR 

International GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) for 5 min in acetone and isopropanol with a subsequent 

rinsing in deionized (DI) water. Then, substrates were sonicated for 60 minutes in a 2% solution of 

Alconox cleaner (Alconox Inc., New York, USA) in DI water at 60 °C and then rinsed thoroughly with 

DI water. Finally, substrates were washed in the solution containing 20 ml of 20% ammonia diluted 

in two liters of DI water under ultrasonic condition at 60 °C for 60 min and rinsed in DI water. Then 

substrates were stored in DI water preventing contamination and keeping surface in the hydrated 

state until the next process.  

5.2.2 Adhesion promotion of the glass surface 

For better adhesion of polymeric layers, surface of substrates was modified with self-assembled 

monolayers of 3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (TMSPM). The process was performed in 

toluene (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Munich, Germany) solution of 1.5% (v/v) 3-(trimethoxysilyl) 

propyl methacrylate mixture for 20 min. Afterwards, the substrates were gently washed in a clean 

toluene, dried using nitrogen gas and baked on a hotplate PZ28-2 (Harry Gestigkeit Gmbh, 

Düsseldorf, Germany) at 120 °C for 5 min under a nitrogen atmosphere to complete chemical reaction 
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between molecules and the glass surface. All the glasses are stored under vacuum before polymer 

processing steps. 

5.2.3 Patterning of the sacrificial layer 

The metal-organic polymeric SL was synthesized and patterned to form rectangular shaped islands 

(Subchapter 4.1). Solution of the polymer was spin coated with the following settings: polymer pre-

spinning step was made at 500 rpm with acceleration 50 rpm/s for 10 s, main spinning is done at 

3000 rpm for 30 s with acceleration of 500 rpm/s. Drying of the polymer was performed at 35 °C for 

5 min on hotplate and followed by exposure in a mask aligner for 15 s through glass/Cr mask. The 

polymeric layer was developed by an immersion of exposed substrates into DI water for 15 s. Then 

substrates were washed in PGMEA (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Munich, Germany) to remove 

residuals of a water-insoluble photo initiator and annealed at 220°C for 5 min under nitrogen 

atmosphere removing rests of volatile molecules and hardening the layer. These patterns could be 

selectively etched away in water solutions containing chelating agents like 

diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DETPA) or ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). 

5.2.4 Patterning of the hydrogel layer 

Three milliliters of the HG solution (Subchapter 4.2) was applied on the substrate through 1 µm 

syringe filter and then distributed over the surface using spin coating method using following 

parameters: polymer pre-spinning step was made at 500 rpm with acceleration 50 rpm/s for 10 s, 

main spinning is done at 3000 rpm for 30 s with acceleration of 500 rpm/s. The final post spinning 

step was done with acceleration of 2500 rpm/s for 3 s reaching >5000 rpm minimizing edge-beads. 

Then, to dry out remaining solvent from the HG layer, glass substrates were baked on the hotplate at 

50 °C for 5 min. Exposure was done in the mask aligner through glass/Cr mask for 90 sec. Polymeric 

structures were obtained during development process in DEGMEE (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, 

Munich, Germany) for 60 sec and washing in PGMEA for 5 sec. Then samples were annealed on the 

hot plate at 220°C for 5 min under nitrogen atmosphere. The thickness of resulted layer at the end of 

the process was around 700 nm. 

5.2.5 Patterning of the polyimide layer 

Polyamic acid precursor (Subchapter 4.3) in amount of 3 ml was applied on the substrate through 1 

µm filter using following settings: polymer pre-spinning step was made at 500 rpm with acceleration 

50 rpm/s for 10 s, main spinning is done at 2000 rpm for 30 s with acceleration of 500 rpm/s. The 

final post spinning step was done with acceleration of 2500 rpm/s for 3 s reaching 5000 rpm 

minimizing edge-beads. Then, to dry out remaining solvent the polymeric layer was baked on the 
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hotplate at 50 °C for 10 min. Exposure was done through glass/Cr mask in the mask aligner for 90 

sec. Development of the exposed layer was done in the solution of solvents: 40 ml of NEP (Sigma-

Aldrich Chemie GmbH), 20 ml of DEGMEE and 10 ml of ethanol (VWR International GmbH) for 90 sec 

with a subsequent washing in PGMEA for 5 sec. Afterwards, samples were annealed on the hot plate 

at 220 °C for 10 min under nitrogen atmosphere in order convert polyamic acid precursor into 

polyimide making the layer thermally and chemically stable. Figure 5.16a shows a sample after the 

polymer patterning process. The sample contain SL, HG, PI and patterned photoresist layers. 

Photoresist processing described in the following discussion. On the Figure 5.16b it is noticeable that 

the step between surfaces of the substrate and the polyimide layer has very smooth edge which 

should possess a uniform transition along metallic conductor reducing resistance, eliminating cracks 

and an overall RF contact loss.  

 

Figure 5.16: A sample after the polymer patterning process. A) Photolithogaphically 

patterned polymers and a photoresist layer. Red line marks the position of the measured 

profile at the PI edge. B) Profile of the PI edge reveals very smooth transition between the 

substrate surface and the top of the PI film. (Image is adopted from [359]) 

5.2.6 Structuring of metal electrodes  

The antenna conductors were formed in a lift-off process using a double layer photoresist technology. 

The thick positive photo chemically amplified AZ40XT (Microchemicals GmbH) photoresists and the 

non-photosensitive polyamic acid precursor (Subchapter 4.4) were used for this process. Three ml 

of polyamic acid applied on the sample surface trough 1 µm syringe filter (Figure 5.17a) via spin 

coating process using following parameters: polymer pre-spinning step was made at 500 rpm with 

acceleration 50 rpm/s for 10 s, main spinning is done at 3000 rpm for 30 s with acceleration of 

500 rpm/s. The final post spinning step was done with acceleration of 2500 rpm/s for 3 s reaching 

5000 rpm minimizing edge-beads. A soft-bake was done on the hotplate at 120 °C for 2 min to remove 

solvent and partially izoimidize the layer of polyamic acid. This process lowers etching rate 

enhancing control over the lift-off process. Then 100 x 100 mm2 substrates were divided into four 

50 x 50 mm2 pieces. The photoresist AZ40XT was subsequently applied on the substrate using the 

same parameters as for polyamic acid layer (Figure 5.17b) and soft-baked on the hotplate for 4 min 
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at 120 °C. The sample was exposed in the mask aligner through glass/Cr mask using UV band pass 

filter centered at 365 nm with the radiation power density of 8 mw/cm2 for 60 s (Figure 5.17c). Then 

the photoresist was post-baked on the hotplate for 6 min at 115 °C.  

  

Figure 5.17: Double layer photolithographic process.  A) Spin-coating and baking of LOR 

resist. B) Spin coat and bake of photoresist layer. C) Exposure of the photoresist through a 

glass/Cr mask. D) Developing photoresist and isotropic etching of the LOR resist. 

E) Deposition of Ta/Cu/Ta and Au films. F) Lift-off of bi-layer resist stack and removal of 

undesired metallic films.  

Photoresist patterns were developed in MIF726 developer for 3 min with active agitation. When 

exposed areas of the photoresist are completely developed, MIF726 developer starts to isotropically 

etch the isoimidized first layer (Figure 5.17d). Every 5 sec the length of the etching profile was 

visually controlled through microscope until reaching a desired value of 20 µm. The etching process 

is shown on the Figure 5.18a-c demonstrating a good control on the process. A subsequent washing 

with DI water, blow and 50 °C for 5 min hot plate drying was necessary to remove all the remaining 

water under the photoresist gap before metal deposition.  

Metal layer stack (Figure 5.17e) consisting of Ta(10 nm)/Cu(100 nm)/Ta(10 nm) was deposited 

using magnetron sputtering at room temperature (Ar was used as a sputter gas at partial pressure of 

10-3 mbar; base pressure in the chamber was better than 10-7 mbar). Stability of the electrical contact 

was improved, and associated contact noise was removed by an additional layer of Au (100 nm), 

which was deposited using E-beam evaporation. The lift-off process was done by swelling and 

dissolution of the photoresist in acetone removing unnecessary metal from the surface. The isoimide 

was stripped away with the MIF726 developer. As a result, pattern of the photoresist was transferred 

on the sample surface leaving desired metal structures (Figure 5.17f). For better radiation efficiency 

of the antenna the thickness of the copper layer was increased up to 1.6 µm in the metal stack, but 

long deposition of very thick layers results in a deep over coatings as it could be seen on Figure 

5.18d,e, and extra width of conductors must be taken into account in the design.  
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Figure 5.18: Sample after the bi-layer photolithographic process. (A – C) Etching process of 

the isoimidized layer under the photoresist layer with respect to etching time. After the metal 

film deposition (D, E) cross sectional images of the bi-layer photoresist stack were obtained 

using a SEM-FIB cross-beam tool to control under deposited material and adjust photoresist 

developing time accordingly.  

5.2.7 Self-assembly process 

After all the planar processing’s 2D layouts were self-assembled into 3D helical antennas by a 

selective etching of the SL in the solution of a strong chelating agent containing 15 g of DETPA (Alfa 

Aesar, UK) in 500 ml of DI water and a subsequent swelling of the HG. The chelating agent was 

required to uncrosslink SL by absorption of the lanthanum ions from the PAA-La 3D network. The 

solution of the chelator was prepared by neutralization of DETPA with sodium hydroxide in an 

amount sufficient for complete dissolution of DETPA powder and reach pH of up to 8. Etching of the 

SL was achieved in 100 ml of the DETPA solution, pH of which was adjusted with 37% of hydro chloric 

acid (HCl) (Alfa Aesar, UK) to the value of 5.5, this value of pH prevents swelling of the HG and 

bending of the functional bilayer, thus keeping linkers between the substrate and the structure 

unbroken. The pH of the etching solution has to be kept above or close to pKa = 4.5[386,387] of PAA, to 

keep the most of carboxylic acid functional groups in deprotonated hydrophilic form letting it to 

dissolve when La3+ ions are acquired by the DETPA, at the same time La3+ ions are kept in the non-

hydrolysed water soluble form. During this process, La3+ ions exchanges with Na+ ions altering the 

state of the SL from its three-dimensionally lanthanum cross-linked form to the linear water-soluble 

sodium PAA. Additionally, HCl works as a catalyst, which brakes anhydrides in the HG and SL 
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producing acyl halides as by-products which rapidly decompose to carboxylic acids as final products 

in water solution. This process significantly reduces etching time from 6 hours down to 1.5 hour. 

When the SL completely dissolved the sample is immersed into the clean DETPA solution having pH 8 

to initiate the rolling process and remove residuals of lanthanum. During the self-assembling process 

some of the tubes could have roll out of longitudinal direction. In this case, assembled structures will 

be miss aligned at edges. To eliminate this problem a special device (Figure 5.19a) was constructed 

and applied for guidance of the self-assembly process achieving a high fabrication yield. For rolling 

using this setup, samples allocated in a dish and guiding glass piece placed above structures (Figure 

5.19b). When the dish filled with the solution, rolling process is blocked by the glass. Then the glass 

piece can be moved in the direction of rolling allowing a homogeneous aligned assembly of 

structures. This process could be easily scaled-up by increasing of the guiding glass size.  

 

Figure 5.19: Set-up developed for assisting the self-assembly process.  A) Tool for assisted 

rolling. B) The sample guided by the glass edge during self-assembly process. Red line marks 

the guiding glass. 

To accomplish the self-assembly processes and completely swell the HG layer, antennas were left in 

the rolling solution for an hour obtaining their final shapes. Diameter of antennas could be adjusted 

by pH variation of the rolling solution. This method is useful during the fine-tuning of antenna 

resonances without the need in fabrication of new samples. Finally, substrates and antennas were 

then washed using a solution of DI water and isopropanol mixed in a proportion of 3:1 respectively 

with a subsequent drying on air. Isopropanol in washing solution reduces surface tension up to three 

times,[388] additionally intensifying the drying process and increasing the total yield of tubular 

geometries to almost 100 %. Here, it is necessary to mention a key point and an outstanding property 

of developed polymeric materials. Achieved 3D architectures are mechanically stable and could be 

directly withdrawn from the liquid and then dried at ambient conditions without the use of a special 

equipment i.e. super-critical or freeze-drying. Figure 5.20 demonstrates achieved antennas having 

various helical geometries of conductors. Figure 5.20a shows tubular structures with 600 µm in 
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diameter that were assembled on a single substrate. Quality monitoring over 48th self-assembled 

helical antennas prepared in a single run on the 100x100 mm2 substrate provides a possibility to 

quantify the fabrication yield as good as hundred percent.   

 

Figure 5.20: Experimental realization of helical antennas. A) Optical micrograph revealing 

a regular array of rolled-up structures with metallization assembled from planar structures 

having a length of 18 mm. The length of each tubular object is 5.5 mm. B, C and D) Tubes with 

different diameters could be achieved by tuning the pH level of the rolling solution. E) By 

varying the 2D layout before the self-assembly process, different geometries of individual 

antennas, as well as antenna arrays (F), can be fabricated. Scale bars on C – E images are 

1 mm. (Images C – F were adopted from [359]) 

However, for a good reproducibility of diameters, it is necessary to keep spreading of functional layer 

thicknesses and pH level of the rolling solution at a very narrow window. pH tuning of the solution 

could be varied to get 5.5 mm long Swiss rolls of different diameters ranging from 80 to 600 μm with 
7 – 40 windings (Figure 5.20b,c,d). High yield fabrication and outstanding stability of the polymeric 

platform opens new possibilities of generating variously sized rolls having different layouts in a 

planar state as demonstrated on the Figure 5.20e. A number of devices could be achieved in a single 

self-assembly process forming a 2D helical antenna array (Figure 5.20f) that can potentially function 

as a metamaterial in a microwave region in the spirit of recent works i.e. by Slobozhanyuk.[389] All the 

rolled-up architectures were fabricated on quadratic glass substrates with areas of 100 × 100 mm2, 

however larger dimensions were limited by the maximum working area of the available mask aligner 

(SUSS MA45) possessing a potential up-scaling.  

5.2.8 Encapsulation of antennas 

Fabricated antennas were then encapsulated into a polymeric matrix to enhance mechanical stability 

of the 3D architectures and to shift the resonant frequency of the rolled-up antennas to lower 

frequency band. For encapsulation, the tubular architectures were processed as follows. Firstly, the 
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dissolvable frame around the antenna was prepared (the frame solution is described in the chapter 

4.5). When the region was determined by the frame (Figure 5.21b), an interior area was filled with 

the encapsulation solution consisting of functionalized BaTiO3 mixed with the UV sensitive organic 

binder (Figure 5.21c). After curing of the encapsulation solution, sample was transferred to the 

aqueous ammonia solution, where the frame was removed (Figure 5.21d).  

 

Figure 5.21: Antenna encapsulation process.  A) Schematic representation of the direct laser 

writing device for fabrication of a frame around the antenna. B) Photo of the antenna 

surrounded by the frame. C) Antenna filled with clean (left) and mixed with dielectric 

material (right) encapsulation solutions respectively D) Encapsulated antennas with 

already removed frame releasing electrodes for characterization. 

The frame was formed by exposure of the frame-solution using a direct laser writing method. The 8 mW-UV 376 nm laser from Coherent (Coherent LaserSystems GmbH & Co. KG, Hannover, Germany) 
was installed in a 3-axial robot (Fisnar F7300N, Fisnar Europe, Glasgow, UK). For this, the sample 

was placed in the Petri dish and filled with the frame solution covering antenna structures. Then, the 

glass with the solution and the sample were placed on a glass frame where a mirror was installed at 

45° to minimize backscattered light (Figure 5.21a). For the curing process of the UV sensitive framing material, the scanning speed of the laser, along preprogrammed path, was set to 1 mms−1. At the end 

of the direct writing process, the sample was washed in acetone, resulting in the frame around the 

antenna. The volume surrounded by the frame was then filled with the encapsulation solution 

(described in the chapter 4.6) the solution was then photo polymerized and the frame dissolved in 

an ammonia solution at pH 10 for 10 min with a subsequent rinsing in DI water and drying. 
Before antenna encapsulation, dielectric permittivity of the cured material was measured. First, the encapsulation solution was applied between two 1 mm thick Teflon sheets and exposed for 20 s by a high intensity blue LED with a wavelength of 450 nm (100 W; 150 mW/cm2 at a 10 cm distance). 

Then cross-linked polymeric foil was peeled from the Teflon surface and cut by a punch tool into 10 

disks with 10-mm diameters. The averaged thickness of the disks in a value of 173±5 μm and 
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180±5 μm, for clean and filled encapsulation materials respectively, was measured over 10 samples 
by a micrometer screw gauge. A dielectric constant of the material was determined through 

capacitance measurement of the capacitor formed by placing each dielectric disc between polished 

aluminum cylinders of the same diameter. Capacitance measurements were performed at frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 2 MHz using an Agilent E4980 precise LCR meter (Agilent 

Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany), the averaged capacitance for clean and 

filled with BaTiO3 dielectric materials are presented on the Figure 5.22a. The values vary from 20.5 

pF and 58 pF to 16.64 pF and 19.83 pF from lowest to the highest frequencies respectively. The 

permittivity of the dielectric material was calculated from capacitance of the capacitor using the 

equation
d

S
C 0 . 

 

Figure 5.22: Parameters of the encapsulation solution.  A) Capacitance of the capacitor 

formed by two metal cylinders and encapsulation material between them. B) Permittivity of 

the material versus frequency, calculated from the capacitance. 

As it could be seen from the Figure 5.22b, the dielectric constant measured at lower frequencies for 

clean encapsulation solution is 3.86 and for filled version is 15. These values rapidly decrease at 2 

MHz accounting for 3.95 and 4.87 respectively. The dielectric constant of the BaTiO3 filled material 

was interpolated and used in simulations at the frequency range from 1 GHz to 20 GHz, where it has 

values ranging from 3.5 down to 2.0 respectively. 
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5.3 Characterisation of compact helical antennas  

5.3.1 Return loss 

All prepared antennas were characterized acquiring theirs S11 and S12 parameters using the 

Cascade PM-8 probe station and vector network analyzer Agilent E5071 (Agilent Technologies GmbH & Co.KG, Waldbronn, Germany) in the frequency range from 300 kHz to 20 GHz. All the electrical 
connections with antennas were made using ground signal ground (GSG) CASCADE |Z|-probes. To 

eliminate coupling effects due to the reactive near field of the antenna and the metallic chuck of the 

probe station, all the experiments were performed on a 20 mm thick PTFE block. Figure 5.23 shows dependence of return loss of antennas having diameters between 100 μm and 600 μm. As it could be 
seen, positions of the resonances are close to the simulated results (Figure 5.5b). The main resonance 

of antennas with diameters near 350 μm is located at 6.9 GHz (Figure 5.23b), where dash line 

represents simulated antennas with equivalent geometrical parameters. While the antennas of 

smaller diameters possess higher resonance frequency. Figure 5.23c present measurements of 12 

antennas having diameters around 600 μm, arbitrarily chosen from the array fabricated on one 

quarter piece of the substrate. This figure demonstrates a good yield and reproducibility of antenna 

characteristics. Due to small non-uniformities in the beginning of the assembling process antennas 

exhibit miss alignment of resonance position at 16 GHz. 

  

Figure 5.23: Measurement of S11 parameters for self-assembled helical antennas.  A and B) 

Experimentally measured S11 parameter for antennas having different diameters (f). C) The 

S11 parameter for 12 arbitrarily chosen antennas (Figure 5.20a). Slight variation in position 

of resonant peaks at 16 GHz could be observed due to spreading of antenna diameters in the 

array. (Image A and B was adopted from [359]) 

As predicted in the simulation (Figure 5.8), encapsulated devices possess resonance peaks at smaller 

frequencies (Figure 5.24a). For instance, the resonance frequency of the antenna with a diameter of 
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350 μm was shifted to 5.7 GHz, which is close to the desired value of 5.8 GHz in the ISM band. It is 

important to emphasize that even after encapsulation, the antennas revealed an S11 parameter better than −10 dB, at the same time clearly demonstrating their suitability for communication tasks 
in the ISM radio bands.  

5.3.2 Transmission between two normal mode helical antennas 

The two encapsulated antennas shown on the Figure 5.24a were used to demonstrate possibility of 

transmission and reception using compact normal mode helical geometry. The S12 parameter is 

shown in Figure 5.24b representing signal accepted by the antenna #2 when emitted from the 

antenna #1. Black curve shows result for the simulation model presented on the Figure 5.1b and is 

in a good agreement with the measured signal (Figure 5.24b). The received signal consists of several 

peaks. Three of the peaks can be clearly attributed to the resonances of the antennas (~6, ~14, and ~19 GHz). Additionally, there are peaks at frequencies below 5 GHz, one of that peaks located exactly 

at 2.4 GHz. The Figure 5.24c shows the same parameter for different separations between the 

antennas. As expected for near filed, increase in the distance between the helical antennas resulted 

in an exponential decay of the receiving signal (Figure 5.24c). Here we need to note that the signals 

level has a significant value in comparison to background noise. 

  

Figure 5.24: RF performance of encapsulated antennas.  A) The S11 parameter of two 

experimentally realized antennas of different diameters measured as a function of frequency 

before and after the encapsulation process. Encapsulation results in a reduction of the 

resonance frequency of the antenna. The inset in (A) shows the optical micrographs of the 

antenna with 160 μm diameter before and after encapsulation. B) Communication between 

the two helical antennas separated by 35 mm. The experimental arrangement of the 
antennas is shown in the inset. C) An increase in distance between antennas resulted in 

lowering of the received signal intensity. The black line marks the background noise level 

and the inset shows distances between antennas. To convert mU into dB can be used the 

following equation: dB = 20 log(U). (Image was adopted from [359]) 

http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
http://www.nature.com/am/journal/v7/n6/full/am201553a.html#fig4
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Additionally, a simple test was done checking possibility of the compact helical antenna to receive a 

signal from an external device. For the demonstration purposes, was selected a smartphone that 

could transmit in an appropriate RF band. For instance, Samsung Galaxy S2 operating under Android 

4.0 operating system (OS) was a candidate for the test. This mobile phone has an engineering menu 

allowing a direct access to WiFi transceiver. Transceiver was settled to transmit data packages in a 

continuous 100 ms burst sequence mode with a 100% duty cycle and a 20 dBm power using 20 MHz 

bandwidth at 2.4 and 5.7 GHz channels. Because VNA was not synchronised with the transmitter of 

the smartphone, received power was averaged 36th times. At the same time, VNA was switched to 

S12 measurement mode with generator power adjusted to -5 dBm. In this configuration, the first |Z|-

probe was left disconnected preventing any occasional transfer of the own signal to the second port 

of the VNA, receiving only external signals by this port. Figure 5.25 shows a successful reception of 

the signal by an encapsulated helical antenna using the network analyser. Dipole type dependence 

was observed when the phone was swept around the antenna at a constant distance.  

 

Figure 5.25: Experiment demonstrating the signal transmission from a smartphone to the 

antenna.  Red dashed lines point out the antenna connected via |Z| - probe. To convert mU 

into dB can be used the following equation: dB = 20 log(U). (Image is adopted from [359]) 

5.3.3 Implanted antenna 

Small size of the antenna opens-up a possibility to implant it into a tooth during a dental operation 

or under the skin using for instance a regular syringe injection through a needle. Figure 5.26a 

presents conceptual application of such implants, where the relevant doctoral information or sensory 

data, e.g., temperature, pH, glucose level, could be acquired and transmitted by the implant to an 

external device, e.g., a smartphone. For a dental implant, the size of the device is absolutely crucial and cannot exceed 5×3×2 mm3 of maximum cavity size applied in the dental surgery.[390] For this 

demonstration, an encapsulated normal mode helical antenna was embedded into a tooth prosthetics 

made of an acrylic composite (inset in Figure 5.26b). As relevant for implant applications, the 

embedded antenna was located in the far-field region at a distance of 220 mm from the transmitting 
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antenna. For the latter, we used a standard helical antenna tuned to the resonance frequency of 5.8 GHz. As the self-assembled helical antenna is not equipped with a transceiver module, we applied 

the backscattering approach to address it. In this measurement protocol, we monitored the scattered 

power from the investigated antenna by receiving the reflected signal in phase with the transmitted 

signal (Figure 5.26c). If antenna is placed on the distance of several wavelengths down to one quarter, 

an incoming signal will be in the opposite phase resulting in power compensation, this will lead to 

increase in observed S11 parameter. 

 

Figure 5.26: Concept of a smart implant for in-body applications.  A) Such as a wireless tooth 

implant. B) The encapsulated compact helical antenna prepared by strain engineering with 

a total length of 5.5 mm and ~400 μm width fits perfectly into a cavity prepared in the model 

of a tooth (inset). C) Schematic representation of the experiment performed in (B). D) The 

response of the antenna implant can be accessed wirelessly, as revealed by the presence of a 

peak in the scattered signal at the resonant frequency of the antenna. (Image A and D is 

adopted from [359]) The measurements were performed using a network analyzer set to an output power of −5 dBm, a bandwidth of 10 kHz and signal was averaged over 36 scans to eliminate the possible effect of the 
environment fluctuation. First, we performed the reference measurement of the transmitting 

antenna by investigating the frequency dependence of its return loss, the S11 parameter. In this study, 

the helical antenna is not inserted in the model of a tooth. In this manner, we captured the possible 

impact of the complex environment on the scattered signal. Next, we introduced the encapsulated 

helical antenna into the tooth and monitored the modification of the scattered signal with respect to 

the reference measurement. The response from the encapsulated helical antenna after subtracting 

the initial reference measurement is shown on the Figure 5.26d as the frequency dependent antenna response, ΔS11. The presence of a clear peak in the scattered signal at the resonant frequency of the 

helical antenna unambiguously proves the possibility of radiating a signal sufficiently strong to be 

detected by the end device. 

C B 

A D 
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It was shown, that it is possible to make a small antenna operating in the ISM band and having 

dimensions of only 5.50.50.5 mm3. Structures with these geometrical parameters could be easily 

implanted with standard medical syringes using 16–26 gauge needles with typical inner diameters 
of 1.19–0.26 mm. To demonstrate this possibility, were made to bio-mimicking polymeric dummies 

consisting from PDMS and Gelatine materials which has similar stiffness with a human cartilage[391] 

and skin[392], respectively. For the implantation were used hypodermic needles with wire gauge 26 

(0.464 mm) and 17 (1.473 mm), internal diameter is (0.26 mm) and (1.067 mm) (Figure 5.27a, b), 

respectively. Needles were manually loaded with freestanding and encapsulated antennas. 

Afterward, needles were inserted into material and antennas were implanted using copper wire, to 

push the antenna in an opposite direction withdrawing the needle. It was found that is enough to 

move antenna outside the needle until the tip to be picked up by the surrounding material. Figure 

5.27c,d present antennas after implantation procedure, and an optical investigation through material 

did not reveal any defect in the antennas. As a result, it could be considered that antennas are fully 

compatible with inject implantation technique. 

 

Figure 5.27: Antennas implanted into a bio-mimicking polymeric matrix.  These antennas 

are sufficiently compact to be implanted in an elastomeric gelatine matrix using standard 

medical syringes with an inner diameter of 350 μm, thus helping to minimize discomfort 

during and after implantation.  
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6 Conclusion and Outlook 

6.1 Conclusion 

In conclusion, compact self-assembled implantable helical antennas are developed, operating in the ISM radio band at 5.8 and 2.4 GHz in a biomimetic environment. The total length of the 3D antenna is only 5.5 mm, which is approximately 5 times smaller than the conventional 2D realization of a dipole 

antenna in a free space, operating at 5.8 GHz and being smaller than any implantable antenna 

reported so far. In this work, the main hurdles in the implementation of compact self-assembling 

antennas were successfully resolved, namely: (1) the difficulty of the impedance matching process 

requiring a specific design of the helical antenna to be used without introducing external matching 

components maintaining good transmission efficiency; (2) mechanical stabilization of 3D helical 

architectures; (3) the technology that features a cost- and time-efficient fabrication with a good yield 

for small antennas. A novel technological platform based on photopatternable, thermally, chemically 

and physically stable imide- and acrylic-based polymers was developed allowing encapsulation of 

the antenna into different dielectric materials and a possibility to tune the resonance frequency.  

Mechanical simulations provide a clear vision on the rolling process of planar polymeric films into 

tubular structures. The simulations reveal that planar structures with a small longitudinal length and 

applied conditions when (W>>L) and (L  C) could be self-assembled into the tube with a minimum 

probability of defects. To particularly overcome this narrow specification, the planar design was 

adjusted, introducing linker elements that represent local artificial limits in the aspect ratio of the 

structure and allow for virtually any geometry of the planar structure to be rolled. A successful 

optimization of linkers has significantly improved the yield of tubular structures. Relying on the 

developed polymeric technology, fabricating arrays of antennas on large areas with a yield close to 

100% became possible in a highly parallel self-assembly process, which may potentially enable low-

cost production of compact injectable wireless devices. Applicability for high volume commercial 

production is facilitated by application of industrially standard thin-film processing equipment and 

methods, including optical lithography and magnetron sputtering. 

The realized self-assembled helical antenna was designed to match 50 Ω, which is the most common 
impedance for microelectronic devices, without relying on any external active or passive 

components. Therefore, the total volume of the final encapsulated antenna is less than 

5.5×0.5×0.5 mm3. With these geometrical dimensions, this implantable antenna is the smallest 

reported among others that operate at 5.8 GHz in air and is impedance matched to 50 Ω. At the same 
time this antenna demonstrates the simultaneous compatibility with higher impedance devices matched to 50, 75, 90 and 125 Ω without any modifications in the geometry, it appears to be matched 
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to all these standard impedances exhibiting the S11 parameter better than −10 dB at the resonance 

frequency. This is of great advantage for applications in various electronic circuits possessing non-

standard impedances. 

An efficient communication between antennas was confirmed experimentally; furthermore, the 

signal transmission from a smartphone to a helical antenna was successfully demonstrated. Because 

of their shape and dimensions, the fabricated antennas could be successfully implanted into 

biological phantoms using standard medical syringes. Accounting for relevant dielectric parameters 

of biological tissues, an acceptable SAR level for electromagnetic waves generated by the antenna 

was verified in the model. The antenna was embedded into a model of the human head, where the 

working frequency was reduced to 2.45 GHz, resulting in the smallest antenna operating at 2.45 GHz 
of ISM band still being matched to standard impedances. This demonstrate a strong application 

potential for the fabricated helical antennas as a key component of a transmitter system in smart 

wireless implants.  

6.2 Outlook 

This development revealed a straightforward approach for the fabrication of antennas possessing 

room for a simple optimization of electrical performance and miniaturization of the antenna. The 

experimental realization of functional smart implants requires further development steps, where the 

compact antenna can be integrated as part of a radio frequency flexible electronics e.g. identification 

systems, various data acquisition devices, pH, neuronal signal stimulators and acquisition systems as 

well as temperature sensors, to enable the realization of fully functional wireless in-body implants. 

Recently, flexible low frequency [393,394] and RF[394] circuits based on IGZO semiconductors, and their 

potential application in cuff type devices for neuronal implant[32] was demonstrated. This gives a 

possibility for future integration of both technologies in a single self-assembled helical implantable 

structure. The realized technology can be extended even further, and the helical antenna can be 

prepared in a single fabrication process from the planar layout, accommodating further functional 

elements, including energy storage,[318,319] magnetic[29] and fluidic[324] sensors, hence realizing in-vivo 

smart implants based on multifunctional compact electronics, including even fully autonomous 

systems[395]. One of the transition steps in the development will be implantation of helical antennas 

into real biological environment and its characterization with respect to biological, mechanical and 

electrical parameters. 
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1. Electromagnetic simulations could completely predict and fit experimental realization of the self-
assembled helical antenna. 

2. The resonance shift comes to saturation already at small values of dielectric constants for the 
encapsulation material. 

3. The helical antenna experiences shift of the resonance from 5.8 GHz (in a free space) to 2.4 GHz 
in the human body after the implantation process. 

4. The helical antenna could operate either in 5.8 or 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band. 

5. If an implant considered to be used at 5.8 GHz, antenna dimensions could be two time smaller. 

6. The experiment demonstrates possibility to receive signals from a smartphone or detect 
reflected signal from the passive antenna.  

7. According to standards the simulation demonstrates acceptable SAR level in human tissues. 

8. Mechanical simulations could predict physical behavior of large-scale polymeric tubular 
structures during the self-assembling process. 

9. Mechanical simulations give clear understanding for the rolling process of planar polymeric films 
into tubular structures having different aspect ratios to their curvature.  

10. Structures with length smaller than the curvature and the width could be self-assembled into the 
tube with a well-defined way. 

11. The aspect ratio of the planar structure could be artificially limited by introduction of linkers.  

12. The optimized design of linkers could significantly improve yield of tubular structures and their 
self-assembly.  

13. The mechanical guidance device introduces further improvement in fabrication yield. 

14. The polymeric technology demonstrates superior ~100% yield of self-assembled tubular 
structures. 

15. Fine radius tuning of helical antennas can be done in solutions having different pH levels. 

16. The sacrificial frame solution significantly simplifies and improves yield of structures at the 
encapsulation step.  

17. The encapsulation material possesses variable dielectric constant and mechanical stability. 

18. The self-assembled helical antennas demonstrate superior scale reduction compared to other 
antenna types. 

19. Mechanical stability of the self-assembled antennas allow implantation via injection.  

20. The fabrication process of antennas is compatible with micro fabrication methods, i.e. CMOS. 
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